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MESSAGE
Keeping in view the international sea
transportation routes, Pakistan can be a hub of
all trade activities and transportation of goods
from Eastern Europe and Central Asia to rest
of the world. Shipping, a lucrative business, is
the backbone of business, trade and economy
of any country. Pakistan has immense
potential for growth in maritime sector and opportunities need to be
explored for uplift and development of this sector through foreign
direct investment in Ports and Shipping.
Ministry of Ports & Shipping, on one hand has been
contributing significantly for development of national ports
according to international standards and on the other hand, has
been endeavoring to ensure competitive shipping for improving the
socio-economic condition of the country. It also ensures safe
navigation and protection of marine environment as well as
sustainable utilization of marine fisheries resources.
It is, indeed, a matter of satisfaction for me that this Ministry
has performed well in past year and this Year Book speaks about
our commitment, performance and achievements.
I congratulate Secretary (P&S) and his team for achieving
goals of lifting the Ministry to ever higher levels

(Senator Kamran Michael)
Federal Minister for Ports & Shipping
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FOREWORD
Pakistan‘s economy is heavily
dependent on the seaborne trade.
Efficient transfer of cargo from sea to land
and vice versa is critical in commercial and
economic development and attracting
foreign investments.
Pakistani
ports
provide
sea
connectivity to Central Asian Republics
and landlocked Afghanistan. They handle
cargo requirement of these countries as well. They, therefore,
provide strategic benefits and keep Pakistan‘s economy on the
move. Fisheries, on the other hand, is a key component of Food
Security of the country, an important source of foreign exchange
and livelihood of thousands of people. In this background, the role
of Ministry of Ports & Shipping in economic development, regional
connectivity, improved trade and livelihood becomes very
significant.
During year 2014-15, the Ministry of Ports & Shipping has
made efforts to fulfill responsibilities tasked by the Government of
Pakistan within the national, regional and international perspective.
The Year Book 2014-15 aims at providing information on activities,
achievements and progress of the departments under the
administrative control of Ministry of Ports & Shipping.
I am confident that the publication would provide information
about Ministry of Ports & Shipping and also be a reference and
source material. I look forward to suggestion / observation for
further improving the year book.

(KHALID PERVEZ)
SECRETARY
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INTRODUCTION
Pakistan is fortunate enough to have a coastline extending
1046 kilometers along the warm waters of Arabian Sea. This further
means that Pakistan has the benefit of 370 kilometers of an
Exclusive Economic Zone and 370 kilometers of continental shelf.
Our country is located at the crossroads of South Asia and Gulf
region, astride the world‘s busiest maritime sea route. These
features provide Pakistan a great edge on several countries
especially landlocked ones. These features include, freely exporting
and importing goods directly through the homeland, developing
ports, engaging in ship building and repairing, acting as a port-ofcall for land-locked countries, establishing fisheries, exploring
underwater minerals and oil reserves, and exploring other
multifarious economic opportunities that a coastal boundary brings.
Karachi Port is the largest port of the country with 11.5 km
long harbour. The Karachi Port is administered by a Board of
Trustees, comprising Chairman and 10 Trustees. The Chairman is
appointed by the Federal Government who also acts as the Chief
Executive of Karachi Port Trust (KPT). KPT has 30 dry cargo berths
including two container terminals and three number piers for
handling liquid cargo. Karachi Port handled 43.42 million tons of
cargo and 1.72 million containers (TEUs) in 2014-15. During the
financial year 2014-15, the ship movement and handling remained
at 1,732 ships, whereas last year, it remained at 1,674 ships, hence
an increase of 3.46% over last year.
The Port Muhammad Bin Qasim, is a seaport in Karachi,
Pakistan, on the coastline of the Arabian Sea which is handling
about 35% of the nation‘s cargo (63 million tons per annum). The
port encompasses a total area of 12,000 acres (49 km 2) wherein
many industrial zones operate. The geographical position of the
Port Qasim places it in close proximity to major shipping routes.
The approach to the port is along a 45-Kilometre long Navigational
Channel which provides safe navigation for vessels up to 75,000
metric tons deadweight (DWT).
Gwadar is located on the shores of the Arabian Sea in the
western province of Balochistan. It is about 533 km from Karachi
and 120 km from the Iranian border. Gwadar Port is located at the
1

mouth of the Persian Gulf, just outside the Straits of Hormuz, near
the key oil shipping routes in and out of Persian Gulf. It also
provides access to cheap land routes of Middle Eastern Trade
through Pakistan into western China and Central Asia. The port is
located on the eastern bay of a natural hammerhead-shaped
peninsula. The surrounding region is home to around two-third of
the world‘s oil reserves. It is also on the shortest route to the oil rich
Central Asian states through the land-locked Afghanistan. Gwadar
Port became operational with the first ship to dock in 2008 bringing
72,000 tonnes of wheat from Canada by vessel M.V POS GLORY
which was handled by M/S GURAB LINES Shipping Gwadar. Since
2008, Gwadar Port had handled around 6.032 million Tons dry
cargo (imported wheat and urea only) from 176 ships.
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MISSION STATEMENT
Sustainable development of national ports and competitive shipping
to improve the socio-economic condition of the country ensuring
safe navigation and protection of marine environment as well as
sustainable utilization of marine fisheries resources for quality
protein provision to the nation and for export to earn foreign
exchange.
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OBJECTIVES
•

To formulate and implement plans and policies in
conformity with International best practices to transform
the ports of Pakistan into modern, competitive, user
friendly ports and a transshipment hub of the region with
hinterland connectivity.

•

To encourage private ship owning under Pakistani flag
by creating favourable conditions.

•

To improve governance of the ports while focusing on
modern and innovative approaches of landlord ports
strategies.

•

To maintain safety and security standards as per
International Maritime Organization (IMO) Conventions.
Efforts to practice and maintain world class standards of
marine pollution control.

•

To ensure and maintain quality of Pakistani seafarers in
accordance with the Standard for Training Certification
and Watch-keeping (STCW) 1978 Convention.

•

To promote Deep Sea Fishing of Pakistan.

•

To regulate the export of Fish and Fisheries Products
and also to bring a pronounced positive change in the
Harbour Environment.
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FUNCTIONS OF THE MINISTRY
1.

National Planning, Research and International aspects of:
(i)

Inland water transport, and

(ii)

Coastal shipping within the same province.

2.

Diverted cargo belonging to the Federal Government.

3.

Navigation and shipping including coastal shipping but not
including shipping confined to one province; safety of ports
and regulation of matters relating to dangerous cargo.

4.

Navigation and shipping on inland water-ways regarding
mechanically propelled vessels and the rule of the road on
such water-ways; carriage of passengers and goods on
inland water-ways.

5.

Lighthouses, including lightships,
provisions for safety of shipping.

6.

Admiralty jurisdiction; offences committed on the high seas.

7.

Declaration and delimitation of major ports and the
constitution and power of authorities in such ports.

8.

Mercantile marine; planning for development and
rehabilitation of Pakistan Merchant Navy; international
shipping and maritime conferences and ratification of their
conventions; training of seamen; pool for national shipping.

9.

Fishing and fisheries beyond territorial waters.

7

beacons

and

other

ORGANOGRAM
MINISTRY OF PORTS & SHIPPING
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DIRECTORATE OF PORTS & SHIPPING
The Directorate General of Ports & Shipping Wing was
established in the year 1961 for the development of Pakistani Ports
and Shipping Industry, on scientific lines to play effective role in the
growth of foreign trade and to ensure economic development of
the country.
The business assigned to the Directorate of Ports &
Shipping Wing under Schedule –II of the Rules of Business, 1973
inter-alia includes formulation of maritime related policies and to
draw plans inline within the dynamics of technological changes and
advancement of ports & shipping sector. These plans and policies
are drawn in accordance to international convention and protocol.
The primary functions of this Wing are to execute ship-development
of port facilities rendering technical and professional advice,
conduct survey of ships to ensure safety and sea-worthiness,
conduct examination, award certificates of Master Mates / Engineer
and also organize maritime related
trainings, seminar and
conferences. The main functions of the Directorate General of Ports
& Shipping are as follows:
FUNCTION / ACTIVITIES:


Technical and Professional advice to the Government
on all matters relating to Ports & Shipping.



Formulation and implementation of plans and policies
for the improvement of Ports & Shipping and allied
departments to meet country‘s future requirements.



Liaison with the various technical and administrative
branches / directorate of Naval Headquarters to ensure
the maximum assistance from the Pakistan Navy in
respect of Planning, Operation, Training Development
and examination etc.



Training and Certification of Merchant Officers and
Seaman.
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Coordination of work related to all inter-government and
international conferences and other consultative /
Organizations concerning Ports & Shipping.



Enactments, Notifications, Instructions to surveyors,
procedure to be followed in courts of survey and inquiry
into Marine Accidents, preparation of Mercantile Marine
Department. Circular, adaptation and revision of
numerous forms in use in the Mercantile Marine
Department and similar work on behalf of the provincial
governments in respect of vessels planning in-land
waters.



Investigation into shipping causalities.



Arrangements for holding examination of Master Mates
and engineers.



Planning of Navigational Aid.



Shipping Laws and Rules made there under.



Legislation and Administration of the various ports and
port-Acts, and their revisions.

The Ports & Shipping Wing, Karachi is headed by a Director
General, an officer of the status of Additional Secretary. The
Director General is assisted by the two officers (M-II) as Chief
Engineer and Ship Surveyor and Chief Nautical Surveyor, and two
Directors of BS-19. These two Directors and Section Officers are
providing support in official works. The Ports & Shipping Wing also
exercises administrative and managerial control over the subordinate offices and autonomous bodies.
a.

SUB-ORDINATE OFFICES:
i.

Mercantile Marine Department,

ii.

Pakistan Marine Academy,

iii.

Marine Biological Research Laboratory,

iv.

Government Shipping Office,
12

b.

v.

Directorate of Dock Workers & Safety,

vi.

Seamen Hostel.

AUTONOMOUS BODIES:
i.

Karachi Port Trust,

ii.

Port Qasim Authority,

iii.

Gwadar Port Authority,

iv.

Pakistan National Shipping Corporation.

PERFORMANCE / PROGRAMME :
It is pertinent to mention here that under the present
democratic regime, the Ministry of Ports & Shipping is looking into
the horizon of the future for availing opportunities promoting future
technological advancements in the merchant shipping sector. As
the shipping is directly linked with ports, the development in the
ship design, size, type and cargo handling techniques, necessitate
upgrading of ports and their facilities to meet the shipping
requirement. In the era of advancement of ship design and
technique, Ministry of Ports & Shipping has to carry out master plan
for development of ports and to provide deep sea port facilities in
accordance with modern technology of the ships. Ministry of Ports
& Shipping, also re-structures old berths in corrolation to the ship‘s
advancement in design and type.
In the contemporary world, shipping activities are truly a
global phenomenon. Shipping Activities largely depend upon
regulatory frame-work to operate accurately efficiently and safely.
Therefore, shipping is governed by law accepted at global level and
regulated by the International Organization known as International
Maritime Organization (IMO).
IMO is a regulatory body and has drawn several
conventions, recommendations, protocols and treaties that govern
International Shipping Standards and they are accepted among the
member nations. Pakistan; being a member state, ratifies the
conventions protocols and recommendations and ensures
compliance to make sea-trade safer, better and environmentally
friendly.
13

It is further elaborated that after 18th Amendment,
Directorate of Dock Workers and Safety, MBRL, Seamen Hostel,
transferred to Ministry of Ports & Shipping, under the administrative
control of Directorate General Ports & Shipping. This wing is
maintaining efficient cooperation and appropriate joint venture
mechanism with a view to create a climate of confidence and good
relations between dockworkers‘ and terminal operator and Port
Management in which social and economic harmony and peaceful
port operations may be carryied-out without tension and conflict.
Ministry of Ports & Shipping, also adopted ―landlord‖ model
of Ports Organization and administration, among our three ports. It
is imperative to state that the landlord model is running on public
and private partnership basis. Under this model, Ministry of Ports &
Shipping, provide all those services necessary for the port service
and the private sector (operators) are responsible for the port and
to provide all the major investment and essential equipments. So
far, under landlord concept of model ports, organizations namely
PQA and KPT have transferred the terminal activities and other port
facilities to private companies on long term basis. These private
terminal operators are responsible to provide their services to port
users at Market rate on competitive basis.
Directorate of Ports & Shipping Wing formulates Plans and
Policies for development of Maritime Sector coordinates in the
related issues with the related organizations, and ensures
compliance and enforcement of relevant rules and regulations
within the paradigm of National / International Standards.
CE&SS Section of Ports & Shipping Wing
Chief Engineer & Ship Surveyor (CE&SS)/Chief Examiner of
Engineers is an important organ of the Maritime Administration of
Pakistan. The incumbent to the post of CE&SS performs its vital
duties of technical & Statutory nature in accordance with the
Merchant Shipping Ordinance, 2001 and the relevant
instruments/conventions of IMO. The CE&SS also functions as the
Chief Examiner of Engineers and conducts examinations of Marine
Engineer Officers for all grades of Certificate of Competency (CoC)
in Pakistan. The CoCs awarded by the Office of CE&SS are also in
the White List of IMO and have worldwide recognition. These
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certificates are well accepted internationally by Shipping Industry,
which enables Marine Engineering Officers from Pakistan to seek
employment onboard foreign flag ships and earn precious foreign
exchange for the country.
THE RANGE OF ACTIVITIES OF CE&SS SECTION:
The primary aims & objectives of the CE&SS are to
implement STCW-95 and other IMO Conventions in order to ensure
safety of life at sea, safety of navigation, protection of marine
environment and standard of training and certification of seafarers
for ship board employment in engineering discipline. The CE&SS
not only prescribes standards relating to training and certification
but also provides legal frame work for induction, education and
training of seafarers in engineering discipline. Framed Rules for
Examination of Marine Engineers are in force which have been
amended with effect from 30th April, 2011.
FUNCTIONS OF CE&SS SECTION
*

Work related with the Technical/Engineering aspects of
the IMO regarding Scrutiny and approval of
specification, plans & constructional drawing of
vessels/craft, its equipment and arrangements.

*

Scrutiny and examination of National fleet Foreign
Exchange expenditure in dry–docking, repairs, purchase
of stores abroad etc., and release of foreign exchange
as per Foreign Exchange Manual 1982 Chapter XIV
para IV.

*

Approval of all safety equipment, fire fighting & life
saving appliances etc. and for equivalent arrangements
regarding International Safety Conventions, Load Line
Conventions, Merchant Shipping Ordinance 2001 and
statutory Safety Rules.

*

To approve safe manning of ships and manning scales
in respect of engine room staff.

*

Recognition of Certificates of Competency issued by
foreign Governments, references and requests
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pertaining thereto. Syllabi updating for standards of
examination, issuance of guide lines to prospective
engineering candidates and preparation of policy on
training to be imparted to Marine Engineer Officers.
*

Professional/technical supervision over the work of the
Field Engineers and Ship Surveyors in the Mercantile
Marine Department at Karachi. Advise on matters
concerning engineering casualties‘ boiler explosion or
fire on board etc. Decisions in case of appeals against
the rulings of the Field Engineer and Ship Surveyors
and in cases where difference of opinion exists.

*

Approval of workshops for GRP Boat building repairs in
respect of containers, fire fighting and CO2 equipments.

*

Inspection and supervision of marine institutions and
workshops for approval of training facilities and to
ensure that training is being imparted as per approved
training scheme and is in harmony with the
recommendations of STCW Convention.
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ACHIEVEMENTS:
MARINE POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD (Additional Task):
The present Government realizing the importance of clean
environment both at land and at sea has initiated necessary actions
and constituted the Marine Pollution Control Board (MPCB) under
the Chairmanship of Minister for Ports & Shipping with a view to
eliminate the problems in Karachi Port operations caused by raw
sewage disposal.
(2)
The marine based pollution at sea is well regulated through
the IMO Conventions, MARPOL 1973/78, which is being
implemented by the Principal Officer, Mercantile Marine
Department. As regards to oil spill, the Chief Engineer & Ship
Surveyor has been functioning as Coordinator of Marine Pollution
Control Board (MPCB).
EXAMINATION RULES have been updated in conformity with IMO
Convention/International Standards and Merchant Shipping
Ordinance, 2001. The amended Pakistan Merchant Shipping
(Examination and Certification of Marine Engineer Officers and
Safe Manning) Rules, 2005 have been notified on 30-04-2011. The
work on the recommendations of IMO‘s STCW-Conventions, 2010
(the Manila Amendments) is being incorporated and shall be
notified for its implementation.
The gist of five years performance for the period from Ist January
2008 to 31st December 2012 is given below:—
S. No.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10

DESCRIPTION
(PERIOD 01-01-2008 to 31-12-2012)
Approval for Foreign Exchange Release to PNSC
Approval for Dry Docking
Approval of Drawings for crafts/fishing boats
Survey
Allocation of Workshop and NOE for
SSB/Examinations of CoCs
Applications for Examinations of Certificate of
Competency Processed
Certificate of Competency issued
Certificates of STCW/Dangerous Cargo issued
Veification of CoCs/E-mails issued
Equivalency of CoC to Foreign CoC holders
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NUMBER OF
CASES
3258
31
39
334
610
2562
408
1434
2493
37

STCW – 1978 (AS AMENDED) ENDORSEMENT CERTIFICATE
ARE ISSUED TO ALL CoC HOLDER VALIDATING THEIR CoC
FOR A PERIOD OF FIVE YEARS

Jan to Dec 2008
CLASS-I

Jan to Dec
2008
CLASS-II

Jan to Dec 2008
CLASS-IV

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STCW-1978
ENDORSEMENTS ISSUED
IN 2008

20
705/C to 725/C

22
465/S to 486/S

139
1093/M to 1231/M

181

Jan to Dec 2009
CLASS-I

Jan to Dec
2009
CLASS-II

Jan to Dec 2009
CLASS-IV

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STCW-1978
ENDORSEMENTS ISSUED
IN 2009

44
726/C to 769/C

43
487/S to 529/S

152
1232/M to 1383/M

239

Jan to Dec 2010
CLASS-I

Jan to Dec
2010
CLASS-II

Jan to Dec 2010
CLASS-IV

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STCW-1978
ENDORSEMENTS ISSUED
IN 2010

86
770/C to 855/C

67
530/S to 596/S

192
1384/M to 1576/M

355

Jan to Dec 2011
CLASS-I

Jan to Dec
2011
CLASS-II

Jan to Dec 2011
CLASS-IV

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STCW-1978
ENDORSEMENTS ISSUED
IN 2011

120
856/C to 976/C

81
597/S to 688/S

232
1577/M to 1809/M

433

Jan to Dec 2012
CLASS-I

Jan to Dec
2012
CLASS-II

Jan to Dec 2012
CLASS-IV

TOTAL NUMBER OF
STCW-1978
ENDORSEMENTS ISSUED
IN 2011

58
977/C to 1035/C

48
689/S to 731/S

120
1810/M to 1930/M

226

Grand Total:- 1434
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Number of candidates appeared during the period from 01-01-2008 to
31-12-2012 for examination of CoCs of Grade I, II & IV
01-01-2008 to 31-12-2008
Number of Candidates appeared in Examination
Grade of
CoCs

March

June

September

December

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Class-I

04

01

04

--

09

--

10

02

Class-II

43

02

55

09

56

02

52

07

Class-IV

46

17

66

29

67

13

62

34

Total

93

20

125

38

132

15

124

43

Total No. of Candidates appeared in 2008 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
Total No. of Candidates passed in 2008 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
01-01-2009 to 31-12-2009

= 474
= 116

Number of Candidates appeared in Examination
Grade of
CoCs

March

June

September

December

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Class-I

08

--

11

--

06

02

07

--

Class-II

49

05

40

05

58

09

61

06

Class-IV

56

14

63

10

88

25

90

33

Total

113

19

114

15

152

36

158

39

Total No. of Candidates appeared in 2009 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
Total No. of Candidates passed in 2009 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
01-01-2010 to 31-12-2010

= 537
= 109

Number of Candidates appeared in Examination
Grade of
CoCs

March

June

September

December

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Class-I

11

01

14

01

09

03

16

01

Class-II

48

06

58

12

72

05

63

02

Class-IV

66

21

72

19

81

31

92

27

Total

125

28

144

32

162

39

171

30

Total No. of Candidates appeared in 2010 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
Total No. of Candidates passed in 2010 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
01-01-2011 to 31-12-2011
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= 602
= 129

Number of Candidates appeared in Examination
Grade of
CoCs

March

June

September

December

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Class-I

12

02

20

06

15

Nil

14

4

Class-II

80

11

98

05

56

03

63

2

Class-IV

41

10

46

16

41

14

Total

133

23

164

27

112

17

51
128

Total No. of Candidates appeared in 2011 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
Total No. of Candidates passed in 2011 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
01-01-2012 to 31-12-2012

13
18

= 537
= 67

Number of Candidates appeared in Examination
Grade of
CoCs

March

June

September

December

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Appeared

Passed

Class-I

16

1

14

1

16

1

24

2

Class-II

67

6

51

2

39

2

33

3

Class-IV

40

10

36

12

38

10

38

Total

123

17

101

15

93

13

95

Total No. of Candidates appeared in 2012 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
Total No. of Candidates passed in 2012 for examination of CoC of grades I, II & IV
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= 412
= 45

MERCANTILE MARINE DEPARTMENT
Functions
Mercantile Marine Department (MMD) was established in
1930 as a sub-ordinate office of the Ministry of Ports and Shipping.
It is headed by Principal Officer M-II Scale. The major function of
this Department, as a Maritime Administration of Pakistan is to
ensure:—
Safety of life at sea, safety of navigation and protection of
marine environment in accordance with National Rules and
International Conventions.
The department also acts as the registration authority for
ships and crafts under Pakistani flag and also conducts surveys
and inspections of these ships & craft. Examination for various
categories of seamen are also conducted by this department as a
part of marine administration.
S#

Description

Amount (Rs)

1

2

3

REVENUE RECEIPTS
Examination, Survey, Registration & Misc.

38,252,838

Light Dues

304,956,597
Total

343,209,435

CURRENT EXPENDITURE
Mercantile Marine Department

10,409,919

Lighthouses & Lightships

9,540,496
Total

19,950,415

Performance / Indicators
S#
1

Description

No of cases

SURVEY AND INSPECTION

1.1

Approval of drawings/plans of the structural drawings and
scantlings, testing and approval of tanks

6

1.2

Approval of training course conducted by Institute

3

1.3

Approval of Marine Workshop

4

1.4

Annual Seaworthiness Survey of Motor Launches/Steel Dumb
Barges

21

121

1.5

After Loading of Foreign Country Craft

4

1.6

Container Stuffing of Dangerous Cargo of Ships

1.7

Godown/Wharf (pre-loading) of Dangerous Cargo of Ships

1.8

Fire Extinguisher/CO2 Weighment

58

1.9

LSA/FFA of Foreign Country Craft

45

1.10

LSA/FFA of Motor Fishing Boats/Craft

1.11

Inspection and re-certification of Inflatable Life Rafts

925
1,345

236
33
Total

2

2,780

SUPERVISION OF NEW CONSTRUCTIONS, REPAIRS, EVALUATION ETC.
OF SHIPS/CRAFT

2.1

Change of Category of Craft

5

2.2

Evaluation of Ships/Craft

2.3

New Construction of Wooden Craft

5

2.4

Repairs of PQA/KPT/GPA Craft

2

10

Total
3

22

ISSUANCE OF STATUTORY CERTIFICATES OF SHIPS

3.1

Carving and Marking

2

3.2

Continuous Synopsis Record (CSR)

2

3.3

Certificate of Insurance

5

3.4

Documents of Compliance (under ISM to Company)

1

3.5

Documents of Compliance (Dangerous Good)

1

3.6

Safety Equipment

5

3.7

Safety Radio

5

3.8

Issuance of any Exemption/Extension

3.9

Issuance of Deletion Certificate (Ship Registry)

-

3.10

Issuance of Duplicate Copy (Ships)

-

3.11

Ship Management Certificate

4

3.12

Safe Manning Certificate

2

18

Total
4

NOC FOR OUTWARD PORT CLEARANCE

4.1

Pakistani/Foreign Ships

4.2

Foreign Country Craft

5
5.1

45

3,072
189

Total
REGISTRATION/CHANGE OF OWNERSHIP OF SHIPS /
CRAFT
Pakistan Merchant Ships & Bear Boat Charter

22

3,261

1

5.2

Motor Fishing Boat (under "B" Category)

647

5.3

Passenger Motor Launch, Oil Tanker/Barge (under "M"
Category)

5.4

Steel Dumb Barge/Small Cargo Boat (under "A" Category)

5.5

Motor Tug (under "MT" Category)

-

5.6

Re-Registration of Motor Fishing Boat (under "B" Category)

4

5.7

Issuance of Duplicate Copy

9

5.8

Change of Category from B to M

2

22
4

Total
6

689

EXAMINATION OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL (at MMD)

6.1

Diesel Mechanic

22

6.2

Electrician

47

6.3

Electrical Engineer

6.4

E.D.H

34

6.5

GP-III (Trainee)

697

6.6

Watch keeping of Engine/Deck Rating (under STCW
Convention)

518

2

Total
7

1,320

EXAMINATION OF INLAND ENGINE DRIVER (at MMD)

7.1

Inland Engineer

-

7.2

First Class Driver

1

7.3

Second Class Driver

9

7.4

Motor Permit

10
Total

20

EXAMINATION OF INLAND MASTER (at MMD)

8
8.1

First Class Master

-

8.2

Second Class Master

2

8.3

Inland Serange

-

Total
EXAMINATION OF MARINE ENGINEERS FOREIGN GOING
(at DGP&S)

2

9.1

Class-1

77

9.2

Class-2

135

9.3

Class-4

172

9.4

Exemption of Academic Subject

9

-

23

Total
EXAMINATION OF DECK OFFICERS FOREIGN GOING (at
DGP&S)

384

10.1

Class-1

44

10.2

Class-2

58

10.3

Class-3

18

10.4

Class-3/4

58

10.5

Class-4

10

65
Total

11

243

11.8

ENDORSEMENT
Any Endorsement in the Certificate of Competency of all grades
of Marine Engineers/Deck Officers (FG)
Tanker Endorsement in the SSB of all grades of Seafarers
(Support Level)
Re-validation
Issuance/Verification of Certificate of Competency of all grades
of Marine Engineers/Deck Officers (FG)
Endorsement in the Medical Certificate holding of Foreign
Certificate of Competency
STCW Endorsement holding Certificate of Competency of
First/Second Inland Master
STCW Endorsement holding Certificate of Competency of
First/Second Engine Driver
Endorsement in the Stowage Plan (Ships)

11.9

Endorsement in the Stowage Plan (Foreign Country Craft)

11.10

Endorsement in the Shipping Bill (Dangerous Cargo)

11.11

Endorsement in the Shipping Bill (Non-Dangerous Cargo)

108

11.12

Appeal

-

11.1
11.2
11.3
11.4
11.5
11.6
11.7

574
207
95
35
9
2
9
4
1,242

Total
12

512

2,797

MISCELLANEOUS

12.1

Issuance of Duplicate Copy of any Certificate (issued by MMD)

-

12.2

Change of Command (Ships)
Issuance of Certificate of Competency of Engine Driver/Inland
Master (issued by MMD)
Issuance of NOC of all Categories (issued by DGP&S)

1

12.3
12.4
12.5
12.6
12.7
12.8

Eye Sight Test of all Categories
Issuance of Notice of Eligibility of Marine Engineers/Deck
Officers Foreign Going (issued by DGP&S)
Issuance of Duplicate Copy of Lost Certificate of Competency
(issued by DGP&S)
Attestation of any item/document (issued by MMD)
Total

24

1,494
201
1,696

GOVERNMENT SHIPPING OFFICE
INTRODUCTION:
Government Shipping Office (GSO) was established at
Karachi Port on 21st May 1948. It, now, functions under the
Ministry of Ports and Shipping and is being maintained in
accordance with Chapter 3 of the Merchant Shipping Ordinance
2001. The G.S.O is presently functioning at K.P.T Building No.17
Keamari, Karachi.
FUNCTIONS:






Registration of seamen and issue the Seaman Service
Book(SSB).
Issue of Machine Readable Seafarers Identification
Document (MRSID).
Supply of crew to all Pakistani and desiring Foreign
Ships.
Engagement and discharge formalities for Seamen on
Ships.
Settlement of disputes between Seamen and their
employers.

MISSION:




Simplify
seamen
employment
and
discharge
procedures.
Computerized working for swift service to seamen in all
matters.
On line data arrangements for verification.

ACHIEVEMENTS:

YEAR

2014-2015

Computerized
Machine
Seaman Service Readable Seafarers
Book (SSB)
Identity Card (MRSID)
Issued
Issued
825

702

25

Seafarers
Engaged
on
Ships

Seafarers
Discharged
from
Ships

7182

6765

PAKISTAN MARINE ACADEMY
INTRODUCTION:

Pakistan Marine Academy, erst singreword while Mercantile
Marine Academy was established in the year 1962 at Juldia,
Chittagong (in former East Pakistan) for training of officers for
merchant navy. In 1971, the Academy was shifted to Karachi and
renamed as Pakistan Marine Academy (PMA). In 1978, it was
shifted to its permanent campus located at Hawks Bay Road
Mauripur, Karachi. It is spread over an area of 136 acres. The
Seamen Training Centre, established for training of sailors was
merged with PMA in 1997.
PMA is the only institution in the country for the training of
seafarers. It is also the regional branch of World Maritime
University Malmo, Sweden. PMA has meritorious standing amongst
the galaxy of the world‘s elite institutions for training of Merchant
Navy Officers.
PMA is affiliated with NED University of Engineering &
Technology, Karachi and Cadets are getting Associate Degree in
Marine Engineering and Ship Management.

A View of Admin Block
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Aims and Objectives:
The targets set by the Government for Pakistan Marine
Academy are:
a.

To train and educate 170 Pakistani and 10 foreign
resident cadets per annum through a two year resident
programme.

b.

To train 200 General Purpose Crew/Ratings annually.

c.

To conduct IMO Mandatory Courses for seafarers.

The eventual aim was to develop and establish a Pakistan
Maritime Training Complex which would impart the highest and
most advanced training in Maritime Sciences and Technology
through a Marine College / University.
The main objectives of Pakistan Marine Academy are:
a.

To provide sound academic background and teach the
fundamentals in the field of Nautical and Marine
Engineering for a successful career at sea.

b.

To develop leadership, high sense of responsibility,
honour uprightness, pride of profession, loyalty and
devotion to duty in the service of the country.

c.

To provide higher professional training in selected
Maritime disciplines and conduct mid career courses for
seafarers though the Maritime College / University.

Training Facilities:
The Academy has a magnificent civil infrastructure
consisting of ingeniously designed and purpose built buildings for
the administrative staff, instructions and the training activities,
accommodation facilities, simulators, engineering workshop, and
medical center.
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Academe-I/New Instructional Block

Parade Ground/ Cadet Block

In addition, there are sports fields, swimming pool,
auditorium, parade ground and a pier for waterborne training
facilities. Well equipped science laboratories, a modern language
laboratory, a well stocked library and a computer lab also exist to
support the training activities. Residential quarters for 30 officers
and about 95 staff members are also available in its campus. A fully
equipped medical center provides basic medical cover to the
trainees and the residents of the campus.

Class Room View

Library

Ship Model

Computer Lab
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This impressive infrastructure houses a hub of modern
maritime training resource intended to impart quality instructions to
the seafarers. Comprehensive and modern training facilities are
provided including navigation and engineering simulators, computer
laboratory, ARPA, etc.

Engine Plant simulator

Swimming Pool

Experienced and dedicated teaching faculty members cater
for the educational needs of the students. The basic training is
offered on full residential basis, while pre sea and post sea short
courses are offered for day scholars. For leisure, wide range of
recreational and sport facilities are also available in the campus.

Boat Handling

Passing out Cadets

Environment:
The Academy is situated on seaside and is at a distance of
10 kilometers from the main city. Therefore, the environment is
pollution free. Recently around 5,000 Mangroves have been
planted to further enhance the greenery in the campus.
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A Beautiful View of Jetty

The Academy has a faculty comprising of twenty
permanently employed members supplemented by visiting
instructors and guest scholars as necessary. The team of
instructors at PMA includes experienced naval and merchant
marine officers and scholars, who mostly hold post graduate
qualifications in their respective fields from various universities
besides vast practical experience at sea. These include a number
of graduates from World Maritime University (Malmo) also. In
addition, the Academy also employs about 300 admin staff to
support the training activities. This expertise enables PMA to offer a
wide range of specialized courses to complement and meet the
needs of the dynamic maritime industry.
The Academy has strong links with universities and training
institutions within Pakistan and abroad. It is affiliated with the NED
University of Engineering & Technology, Karachi for award of
Associate Degree in Ship Management and Marine Engineering to
its graduates.
Training Equipments:
PMA is very well equipped with the finest training facilities in
the region which include Radar and ARPA Simulators, Ship
Maneuvering Simulators containing full range of Electronic
Navigational Aids, Gyro Compass Working models, Cargo Handling
Working Models, Mini Planetarium, Tankers Course Laboratory,
Mini Oil Recovery Skimmer, Seamanship Practical Training Room,
Global Maritime Distress & Safety System (GMDSS) Simulators,
Electrical and Mechanical Workshop, Engine Plant Simulator,
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Electronic Laboratory, Computer Laboratory and Language
Laboratory. This was achieved by cooperation of IMO and Japan
International Co-operation Agency (JICA).
Courses & Training Programmes:
1. The Academy conducts the following Pre-Sea & PostSea courses as per training requirements of IMO in accordance
with STCW convention.
A.

Pre-Sea Courses:
(a) 02 Years Course in Nautical/Marine Engineering
Discipline.
(Leading to award of Associate Degree in Ship
Management & Marine Engineering by the NED
University, Karachi.
Admission Criteria:
(i)

Qualification: Higher Secondary School Certificate
(Intermediate in Science with Mathematics,
Physics, Chemistry/Computer) i.e. 12 years school
education.

(ii)

Age: 17-20 Years.

(iii)

Medical Fitness: As per requirement of the Ministry
of Ports & Shipping.

(iv)

Entry Test.

(b) 05 months GP-III Training (For Ratings)
Admission Criteria:
(i)

Qualification: Secondary School Certificate Holder
that is 10 years school education.

(ii) Age: 18-25 years.
(iii) Medical Fitness: As per requirement of the Ministry
of Ports & Shipping.
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B.

Post Sea/Short/Mandatory Courses:


Oil Tanker Familiarization



Engine Plant Simulator



Global Maritime Distress Safety System (GMDSS)



Basic Fire Fighting Course



Personal Survival Techniques Course



Elementary First Aid Course



Proficiency in Survival Craft & Rescue Board



Personal Safety & Social Responsibility

Performance /Achievements during June 2014 to June 2015:
The Academy conducted following programmes/courses
during
the
above
mentioned
period.
Number
of
participants/qualified trainees is mentioned against each.
Sr.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Name of Course

Duration

Associate Degree in Ship Management
Associate Degree in Marine Engineering
GP-III (Rating course)
Personal Survival Technique (PST)
Basic Fire Fighting (BFF)
Elementary First Aid (EFA)
Personal Safety & Social Responsibility (PSSR)
Proficiency in Survival Craft & Rescue Boat
Global Maritime Distress & Safety System (GMDSS) /
General operator certificate (GOC)
Engine Plant Simulator Courses (EPS)
Tanker Familiarization Course

02 Years
02 Years
05 months
04 days
04 days
03 days
04 days
07 days
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NO. OF
TRAINEES
(2014-15)
78
76
61
162
162
162
162
1133

18 days

35

07 days
04 days

43
190

KARACHI PORT TRUST
INTRODUCTION:
Karachi Port is the nation‘s most important economic asset
bearing a proud and distinguished history. A constant and on-going
development programme based on scientific maritime principles
has equipped the port to ably meet both the present and future
requirements of cargo-handling. This impressive pinnacle of
achievement has been reached after more than a century of
development work and far-sighted planning.
Early History of the Port:
The port has evolved from its genesis as a rudimentary
harbour favourably located near the mouth of the Indus and
sheltered from the intensity of the monsoons that sweep the
Arabian Sea. Its geographical location lends credence to the
speculation that it served the Greeks who came with Alexander and
was also the landing stage for Islam on the Subcontinent, the Debal
of Mohammed Bin Qasim. However, its evolution into the
magnificent Port complex we see today was initiated by successive
British colonialists and administrators who governed Sindh after its
conquest in 1843. Men like Napier who left Karachi predicting her
future glory and Bartle Frere who methodically made Napier‘s
vision a reality.
It was however the advent of the Industrial Revolution in
Europe which was the catalyst to the development of Karachi Port.
The insatiable hunger for cotton by the mills of Lancashire in the
middle of England and the sudden withdrawal of the accustomed
supply of cotton from across the Atlantic due to the American Civil
War in 1843 gave a huge boost to the growth of the Port and to rail,
road and river connectivity to the hinterland growing this precious
raw material. The annexation of the Punjab in 1849 opened up the
North for the import of English manufacture and of export of diverse
raw materials and as such Karachi became not only the natural
―port of Sindh‖ but also of the Punjab and Central Asia. Once the
Suez Canal was opened in 1869, this relative new comer among
ports began to be seen as a viable alternative to Bombay being that
much closer to Europe. The advantages of Karachi over Bombay
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were enumerated in a memorandum prepared by the Port
Engineer‘s Office in 1894. This note was later included in the
‗Humble Memorial of the Trustees of the Port of Karachi, addressed
to the Viceroy Lord Elgin requesting the use of Karachi as a
‗trooping port.‘
To keep up with the demands of commerce, there had to be
adequate infrastructure and there lies the genesis of the Manora
promontory jetties thrusting southward into the Arabian Sea
protecting the harbour from the worst monsoon swells and inward
extension of the main navigable channel to about 8k.m. from the
headland allowing passage and anchorage of ships drawing as
much as two meters.
The pressing exigencies of mercantile activity made
improvements essential. Trade had increased from 5.18 m to 27.1
million rupees per annum in the period 1850- 60. The beginning of
the scientific process of development which has continued to this
day and has become the hallmark of Karachi Port was inaugurated.
The plans for cutting an opening in the mole to allow the tide to
enter Chinna Creek, closing it at the other end meant that the creek
in effect was turned into a huge reservoir which filled with each
flood tide and drained at the ebb. The scouring actions of the tides
sterilized and cleansed the harbour and the constant movement of
this great body of water kept filtration to a minimum. It was also
suggested that a groyne be built – a groyne being a barrier built out
into the sea. A breakwater at Manora was designed, the prime
purpose of which was to tranquilize the fury of the south-west
monsoon and create an artificial niche for the harbour itself.
Because of these stupendous engineering feats, Manora
Breakwater and Keamari Groyne, Karachi was established as a
major harbour. Larger ships could now be accommodated though
there were still no docks, wharves or ship piers. Everything was
labouriously loaded onto and moved by lighter or inshore crafts.
The economic boom attracted waves of traders and settlers
to the city to take advantage of the opportunities offered for
commerce. The Karachi Chamber of Commerce was set up in
1860 and became the parent body of the Harbour Board in 1880
with representation from the Railways, Customs and Engineers.
This in time evolved into the Karachi Port Trust (KPT).
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The foundation stone for the port‘s first pier, Merewether
pier, was laid in 1880. The famous Manora Lighthouse was
constructed in 1882 and still stands proudly as a symbol of KPT.
The Railway company invested in building a wharf and shed at
Keamari with the proviso that the Port would become the eventual
owner. Development kept pace with demand with the construction
of new wharves, the provision of more back-up space and
maintenance dry docks, the extension of the railway branch line to
Keamari to transport cargo inland, one after the other as the need
arose, schemes were planned and executed and all in record time
with no expense spared and to the highest specifications. This tried
and tested formula of a finely calibrated response to necessity is a
tradition that is still followed at the Port today.
The Formation of Karachi Port Trust:
In 1886, an Act paving the way for the establishment of
Karachi Port Trust was passed by the Bombay Legislature Council.
It defined the land and seaward limits of the port and harbour and
vested land, buildings and port facilities under a public trust
comprising of a Board of Trustees which represented users in both
the public and private sectors. The Trust‘s mandate gave it the
power to utilize and mobilize resources in an expeditious manner
bypassing the delays caused by the bureaucratic chain of decision
making.
The Board of Trustees:
The Board of Trustees comprises eleven members including
the Chairman KPT, who is also the Chief Executive. The Chairman
is appointed by the Federal Government whereas the ten members
are divided equally between the public and the private sectors and
hold their positions for two years. Business is conducted as
required by the Act through the mandatory twice a month meeting
of the Board.
How KPT Developed:
The Trust geared itself to face the challenges of a fast
changing world and since the progress of the port was its sole
responsibility, it moved with astonishing speed, developing in all
directions. It drew Rs 60,000 from the 1.5 million Government loan.
This was used for the construction of berths from 5 to 8 and the first
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oil facility at the port. Prosperity was visible in the new structures
and by 1890, the port at Karachi had become one of the most
important maritime terminals between Java and the Cape of Good
Hope.
Pre-partition History:
The dawn of the new century and the addition of three new
berths earned Karachi the status of international port. Demand
required more berths and four more were added between 1908 and
1910. By the end of that year, Karachi Port boasted 17 berths in
one continuous line extending more than 2.5 kilometres, served
with railway sidings and equipped with hydraulic floating cranes. At
the same time, maintenance and refurbishment of the older
wharves was carried out as was dredging by the bucket dredger,
the William Price, newly acquired to deal with the problem of
siltation.
With the development of the North Western Railways,
Karachi Port became an established gateway for the agricultural
produce of the country. Where in 1895, the total sea-borne trade
was worth 156.8 million rupees by 1900 wheat exports alone were
60% per annum rising to 80% in 1901. With a draft of 8.2. metres
at the lowest tide passenger and cargo shipping lines were now
plying regularly from Britain and Europe.
New fixtures were invested and the first bulk oil jetty was
built in 1909 linked with storage tanks of oil companies through
separate pipelines. The same year a major reclamation project was
launched to reclaim the 70 hectares which became Thole Produce
Yard, 25 hectares which became Mansfield Import Yard and 45
hectares between Keamari and Chinna Creek. That same year, the
powerful new light on Manora Light House was installed flashing
warning signs upto 30 kilometres in clear visibility. In 1910, a new
railway bridge across Chinna Creek further facilitated the swift
passage of goods to and from the port. By 1914, any vessel
capable of passing through the Suez Canal could berth at Karachi
Port though dredging had to be carried out regularly to deal with the
burden of silt. The port was now recognizable as the one we see
today; a long way had been travelled from the landing stage where
passengers had to wade ashore and cargo ferried to land by small
craft.
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During the First World War, 1914 – 1918, Karachi Port by
virtue of its strategic location was called upon to play a significant
role and by now it was fully equipped to deal with the logistics of
moving ammunition, equipment and troops. The magnificent Head
Office building had been started in 1912, in the Renaissance style.
By 1915, this handsome building with its impressive dome, its
curved exterior and its airy loggias and staircases was completed. It
was immediately requisitioned as a Military Hospital and it served
as such until the end of the war. This service to humanity by the
Karachi Port Trust set a precedent for a tradition of social service
by the Organization and the many civic projects it has offered to the
City over the years stand testimony to this largesse.
The Birth of Pakistan and the Role of the Port today:
With Independence on 14th August 1947, the fortunes of
Karachi Port Trust changed. It had become the new nation‘s vital
artery, the lifeline on which its prosperity depended. Energy was
redirected towards fulfilling international commitments and the
needs of the new country and there had to be an inventory and
assessment of the facilities inherited from the past.
The infrastructure of the Port at Partition comprised 21
shipping berths, an oil berth and some commercial moorings,
nearly all of them close to half a century old plus a 9.3 meters deep
navigable channel. The challenge now was to modernize and
develop both the harbour and its facilities. A first priority for the
Trust was to rehabilitate and upgrade existing facilities and plan for
the medium and long term future.
By December 1957, the first refurbished berth No.5 was
commissioned and in the next four years one after another, the
remaining 12 berths were put to cargo handling service with the
supporting infrastructure completed by 1963. The greater depth at
berths, higher capacity quay cranes and easier road and rail
approaches increased capacity by more than 50%. The second
phase of the redevelopment involved reconstruction of berths 1 to 4
and construction of new berths 22 to 24 at West Wharf and a new
lighterage wharfs at Juna Bunder. In January 1974, after seven
years of work, the entire scheme was formally commissioned.
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The famous Manora breakwater constructed in the 1870s
having suffered the ravages of time was rehabilitated in 1969. The
Karachi Port Master Plan was drawn up for development of the port
up to and beyond the 20th Century. A Hydraulic Model was set up
to test the potential impact of these new developments on the
marine regimen and the ecological environment within Karachi
Harbour. It was established that more than a 100 new shipping
berths could be developed and accommodated in the harbour‘s bay
without damage to the environment.
A boost came in the form of the new revolution in maritime
commerce – containerization. In 1981 the lower harbour and
external approach channel was deepened from 9 m to 12.2 m and
a new dredger procured. Due to increased traffic, the century old
Napier Mole Road Bridge had been showing its age and was
upgraded and renamed Jinnah Bridge in 1982. Old harbour tugs
and pilot boats were replaced with new ones and put into service in
1986.
By the 1990s Karachi Port had comfortably accommodated
itself to the demands of a new age in shipping. The existing
dilapidated bucket dredging fleet was replaced with a new bucket
dredger and two split bottom hopper barges. New liquid terminal
OP-111 was commissioned on 23rd February, 1995. Heavy duty
pavemails were constructed by 1996. The link road named Mai
Kolachi Express Way was constructed to provide rapid road
connection between Karachi Port and the National Highway. It was
inaugurated on 27th April, 1995. Other traffic schemes involved Mai
Kolachi to Submarine Chowrangi in Clifton underpass, upgrading
the Mauripur Road and completing two bridges over the Lyari River.
Jinnah Bridge with flyover connection was completed in phases
between 1996 and 1998. The same year also saw the installation of
Karachi International Container Terminal at berths 22 to 24 at the
West Wharf.
The dawn of the new millennium saw the second container
terminal PICT at berths 6 to 9 at East Wharf. Berths 5-8 were also
reconstructed and inaugurated in the New Year. Another successful
project was the building of a sea wall, a 30 metre wide marine drive
with a green belt and 3 km long promenade along Clifton beach.
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In June 2001, a comprehensive twenty five year
development plan to transform Karachi Port into a modern, efficient
and well-equipped port of regional standing was initiated. Features
included a handling capacity of 100 million tons per annum with the
aid of dry bulk cargo terminals, liquid natural gas terminals, off-dock
distribution centres and a deep channel to handle mega ships and
free flowing road and railway approaches. Dilapidated oil pier 1 was
replaced by a new pier and redesignated Oil Pier 11 and to keep
abreast with maintenance dredging two dredgers along with
complementary hopper barges, two tugs and two pilot boats were
acquired and commissioned between 2006- 2008. The latest
methods of I.T. were introduced in various spheres of KPT for
streamlining and safeguarding the Port and its efficient running.
The period from 2008 to the present has seen extensive port
developments. Work on the Deep Water berths alongside the
Keamari Groyne consisting of ten berths at 18metre depth was
started. Contracts for dredging, reclamation and construction of
three new break waters and a quay wall were initiated.
Reconstruction of berths 10 – 17 to 16 m with a wide turning circle
was started with the completion and inauguration of berths 12, 13
and 14 in 2011 while berths 1-5 are being rehabilitated at the
moment. At the same time investment in movable assets continues
with the purchase of pull tugs from Turkey to facilitate ship
movement. Two dredge tenders and a pusher tug were constructed
by Karachi Shipyard giving a much needed shot in the arm to the
Shipyard. A new dismountable small cutter, suction dredger was
inducted in the fleet for the dredging of shallow areas. A
desalination plant was installed to meet the requirements of KPT‘s
Manora area. Reconstruction work of Manora Dry Dock and the
jetties at Baba and Bhit Islands progresses smoothly.
Lest it should be thought that KPT is all about work and no
play this year also saw a most original use of the old Native Jetty
bridge – Port Grand, a new concept Food Street which was opened
to an enthusiastic welcome. An Institution like KPT can only
function as efficiently as it does because of its work force. KPT has
two custom built schools in Manora and Keamari and generations
of young boys and girls have used them as launching pads for their
future careers. There is both training on the job to hone employees‘
skills and a Workshop for apprentices. There is a purpose built
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Industrial Home with machinery and teachers to provide craft skills
to young women. And finally for the health and well-being of its
employees there is the KPT Hospital with the best diagnostic and
therapeutic medical care provided free. New facilities and state of
the art equipment for the welfare of patients is added when
necessary, the latest being four well-appointed rooms for
recovering officers.
In Conclusion:
To see the spread of the Port from any vantage point is to be
impressed by its reach and scope. More than any institution, KPT
encapsulates the history of this part of the subcontinent but it has
moved and changed with the times. For the subcontinent and for
this country it has been a beacon of hope in straitened times and a
hive of activity in normal times. The demands of commerce have
been a driving force but it has balanced this with patriotism and
civic benefaction – contributing to the prosperity of the Nation and
to the Metropolis of which it is a part: Karachi.
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Location:
In the northern coast of the Arabian
Sea, from the straits of Hormuz in
the west and past the Indus River in
the east, lies about 600 kilometres
of Pakistan‘s serene coastline.
Ideally located with well developed
connections
with
Afghanistan,
Central Asia and Western China,
Karachi Port serves as gateway to the region.
Our Vision:
―To Transform Karachi Port into a Modern, Competitive,
User Friendly Port and a Transshipment Hub of the Region with
Hinterland Connectivity‖.
Governance Structure:
Karachi Port is governed by the Ministry of Ports and
Shipping. Chairman is the Chief Executive and also Chairman of
KPT Board of Trustees. He is assisted by six General Managers,
responsible for the Operations, Finance, Planning and
Development, Engineering, Administration and Civil Works &
Estate. All policy decisions are vested in KPT Board of Trustees.
Board of Trustees:
The Board comprises eleven Trustees including Chairman.
Chairman and five Trustees including one associated with Labour
Unions are appointed by the Federal Government. Five Trustees
are notified by Federal Government after they are elected /
nominated by the respective bodies i.e.
1.

Chamber of Commerce Karachi

2.

Overseas Chamber of Commerce & Industry

3.

Karachi Cotton Association

4.

Pakistan Ship Owners Association

5.

Karachi Municipal Corporation (City District Govt.
Karachi)
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Minimum of two ordinary meetings of the Board are to be held each
month.
Newly Elected Board of Trustees:
1.

Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed HI(M), Chairman KPT

2.

Mr. Hussain Saleem, (Vice Chairman)

3.

Mr. S. M. Tariq Huda

4.

Mr. Javaid Ashraf Hussain

5.

Mr. Nasir-ud-Din Mehmood

6.

Dr. Qazi Ahmed Kamal

7.

Mr. Aftab Hussain

8.

Mr. Khawaja M. Zubair

FACILITIES AT KARACHI PORT
Port Operations:
The containerized cargo started coming to Karachi Port from
1973. The American President Line has for the first time given
service within a fortnight to bring 100 containers from US whose
arrival was inaugurated by the then Prime Minister Mr. Ghulam
Mustafa Jatoi. Since then, cargo freight has mostly shifted to
containerized form and is growing every year.
KPT is poised to become the regional shipment hub, and its 30
world-class terminals serve major shipping lines connecting to ports all
over the world. Spread out over 32 square miles, KPT is a state of the
art port, with easy access for ships that come to call on it.
The Port itself consists of two
wharves. The East Wharf has 17
multipurpose berths (Berth No. 1
to 17) and the West Wharf (Berth
No. 18 to 30) has 13 berths.
Each of the wharves has 2
dedicated container terminals
with a design depth of 14 meters.
The Karachi Port Trust has also three oil piers to handle liquid
cargo.
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Container Facilities:

Karachi International Container Terminal and Pakistan
International Container Terminals are the two dedicated Container
Terminals located on the port developed in collaboration with
private partnership and equipped with the latest cargo handling
equipments.
Warehousing Facilities:
KPT provides at each berth facilities for
transit, storage, warehousing and clearance
of
cargo
and
containers. Additional
services provided are
dangerous
cargo
handling,
packing
stations for immediate
uploading and packaging of dry goods,
custom storage yards, oil tankages, bulk
cargo stacking areas and container freight
stations.
Liquid Cargo Terminal:
KPT has three dedicated liquid cargo
piers used for the handling of
petroleum and non petroleum
products. These terminals are
equipped with the most modern
loading and unloading facilities and
safety measures.
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Ship Maintenance & Repair:
KPT has its own dry dock facility at
Manora that enables quick boat
repair and maintenance. For more
extensive work or for larger ships, a
shipyard run by Karachi Shipyard
and Engineering works is located
near the Port.

Port Safety & Security:
KPT is committed to the utmost
safety and security of goods and
personnel. A sophisticated system of
radars, buoys, and technology
systems are employed to monitor
incoming vessels and guide them to
their berthing space. Additionally, the
dedicated Port Security Force, Port
Technology Units, Marine Pollution Control Department and Fire
Fighting Unit at Karachi Port Trust works round the clock to protect
the Karachi Port, its cargo and its users.
Dredging & Reclamation Work:
The dredging is a constant activity of
a port and is conducted to maintain
required level of depth at all times
within the port channel to facilitate
shipping lines and vessels calling
Karachi Port. Due to high and low
tides, the flow of tidal current bring
siltation inside the channel which gradually reduces the depth
inside the port channel. KPT has a large flotilla of dredgers and is
the sole port of Pakistan to have this facility. The Port has over the
years remained in constant pursuit to acquire latest dredgers to
meet its requirements.
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DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS
PAKISTAN DEEP WATER CONTAINER PORT:

1.



To brace larger container ships, KPT has taken initiative
to develop Deep Water Container Port.



The Project is being developed in phases, presently 4
berths are being constructed with 1500m Quay Wall in
the first Phase.



Design depth 18m but in the first phase, 16m draft would
be dredged.



The project has 4 Major Components:—
Dredging And Reclamation

The contract was awarded to M/s China International Water
and Electric Company (CWE). Estimated quantity for dredging was
about 33 million cubic meters including 08 million cubic meters of
Reclamation as per the scope of work. 99% work has been
completed.
2.

Marine Protection Works

The second component is Marine Protection Works (MPW)
in which three breakwaters and a sand dyke were to be built. The
contract was awarded to M/s China Harbour Engineering Company
(CHEC). All the three breakwaters have been built and the work
was completed in May 2013.
3.

Quay Wall

The contract for the quay wall construction was awarded to
M/s China Harbour Engineering Company (CHEC). About 84%
work has been completed so far. All four berths are scheduled for
completion by Mid 2016.
4.

Aids To Navigation

New aids to navigation including buoys, lights, VTS, radar,
communications and other aspects will be installed to the new
channel and basin of Pakistan Deep Water Container Port. In this
regard, design of 22 navigational aids has been finalized.
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Concession Agreement for the development, Operation
and Maintenance of the Terminal has already been
signed with M/s HPH.
Container Handling Capacity; 3.1 MTEUs
The Pakistan Deep Water Container Port
commence modest operations by March 2016

will

RE-CONSTRUCTION OF BERTHS 15 TO 17 A
KPT had started second phase of re-construction of old
berths from 15 to 17A in 2012. In this regard, tenders were invited
and the work was awarded to M/s Ssangyoung & Dangyoung of
Korea. Supervision Consultants are M/s Atkins of UK. 83% work
had been completed so far, and its overall completion is expected
by August 2016.
PREPARATION OF TEN YEARS BUSINESS PLAN AND
STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN
A loan agreement for World Bank Financing was signed.
One of the components of this loan is Preparation of
Ten years Business Plan and Strategic Development
Plan of the Port.
The Ten years Business Plan is under preparation
through M/s MTBS.
Expected completion Nov-2016.
Some of the major future development projects
recommended in the Ten Years Business Plan are as
under;
ENVIRONMENTAL FRIENDLY MULTI
HANDLING TERMINAL AT EAST WHARF

PURPOSE

BULK

To encourage the policy of Public Private Partnership, an
Environmental Friendly Multi Purpose Bulk Handling Terminal at
East Wharf is proposed.
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Facilities that may be provided by the concessionaire
should include bulk handling cranes with bagging units,
conveyors, silos and other auxiliary facilities.
Hiring of Consultant for feasibility study is under way.
Commercial operation to commence by January 2018.
CONSTRUCTION OF PERIPHERY ROAD ALONG CHINNA
CREEK
Karachi Port Trust intends to develop a protective bund
(sea wall) and road along the periphery of Chinna
Creek.
Hiring of Consultant for feasibility study is under way.
Project Completion March 2018.
Purpose of this project is:
o

To safeguard KPT‘s Land from encroachment.

o

To provide alternate road from Mai Kolachi Road
and additional access to Deep Water Container
Port.

DEVELOPMENT OF TPX AREA ALONG M.T. KHAN ROAD
KPT is facing acute shortage of storage & warehousing
within the bonded area of the port. Rehabilitation and
development of existing areas is economical &
immediate workable option to avoid restricted capacity
of the Port to handle the cargo.
The area under consideration is a few Km away from
the Port, will be utilized to serve East & West Wharves.
Hiring of Consultant for feasibility study is under way.
Following facilities will be developed at TXP as Dry Port:
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Warehousing
Processing of Cargo
Container Scanning
Access to rail network
Administrative Block.
CONSTRUCTION OF ELEVATED PORT EXPRESSWAY
To address the Traffic forecasts and congestion at the
Port, it is necessary to explore all possible ways out for
disposal and for the maintenance of Port Capacity.
In this regard, a 4 & 6 lane Elevated Port Expressway
shall be constructed up to cater for port traffic generated
from Pakistan Deep Water Container Port.
The Elevated Expressway would also facilitate the Coal
yard, East and West Wharves.
Feasibility for the project is under study.
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KPT EVENTS
Federal Minister for Ports & Shipping Senator Kamran Michael
reviewed the Progress of KPT’s Ongoing Projects
A high level meeting under the chairmanship of Federal
Minister for Ports and Shipping, Senator Kamran Michael was held
in KPT Head Office on 28th January 2015.
It
was
also
attended by the
Federal Secretary
for
Ports
&
shipping, in which
all the on-going
projects came under discussion. During the
meeting, the Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed, HI
(M), briefed the Minister for Ports and Shipping Senator Kamran
Michael about the infrastructure and facilities available at port to
facilitate port users as well as the projects initiated so far. The
mega projects like Deep Water Container Port, Harbour Crossing
Bridge and Cargo Village gaged more attraction of the Federal
Minister who also commended the Chairman KPT on timely
completion of berth 10-14 and 15 to 17A reconstruction project.
The Federal Minister for Ports and Shipping appreciated the
Chairman KPT on initiating the
project to upgrade facilities of the
port according to EHS standards
which will surely pave way for
huge throughput of container
freight at the deep water
container port when its first phase
becomes
operational.
The
Federal Minister said during the
meeting that such projects are the pillars of Pakistan and these will
strengthen the overall economy of the nation.
Later, the Minister for Ports & Shipping Senator Kamran
Michael, Secretary for Ports and Shipping and Chairman KPT Vice
Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed took round of the port to observe ongoing port operations and the work in progress at deep water
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container port. The Federal Minister was also shown the place of
new turning basin and the newly constructed berths of the deep
water container port.
Signing of MoU with China:
A 6 member‘s delegation of the
Guangdong Province, China, led
by Mr Liu Zhigeng, Vice
Governor, Guangdong Province
of China, visited Karachi Port
Trust on 28th May 2015, for
signing
Memorandum
of
Understanding
(MOU)
for
strengthening of port and shipping
connectivity and for establishing cooperation between Guangdong
Province Transportation Department and Karachi Port Trust. It was
signed by Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed and
Director General, Department of Transport Guangdong Province,
People‘s Republic of China, Mr Zeng Zhaogeng. It acknowledges
the existing friendly relations between Pakistan and China and
fulfills the desire of strengthening the friendly relations through
cooperative activities. The ceremony was attended by Federal
Minister for Ports and Shipping Senator Kamran Michael, DG Ports
& Shipping Mr. Abdul Malik Ghouri and other top officials of the
Ministry of Ports & Shipping.
Discussion on joint policy studies for the development of
freight and logistics of both the signing parties of MoU was held to
strengthen, facilitate and accelerate customs clearance for the
reduction of companies‘ logistics
cost. It was also agreed that both
the parties will boost all round
cooperation in investment and
operation by the port logistics of
their respective countries. With
regards to improving professional
skills of the managers of the ports
and shipping industry, Karachi
Port Trust and Guangdong
Province ports will carry out professional education and training in
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the field of ports and shipping and logistics. Moreover, both the
signatory countries undertook to strengthen friendly relations and
cooperation in port logistics which will eventually promote extensive
communication and cooperation in the economy of both countries.
Signing of MoU between PIFFA & Bahria Foundation:
The Federal Minister for Ports
and Shipping, Senator Kamran
Michael, termed the signing of
Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) between
Pakistan
International Freight Forwarders
Association (PIFFA) and Bahria
Foundation
as
a
major
achievement towards realization
of government policies of
expanding exports and increasing trade of the country. He was
speaking as a chief guest in a gathering at a local hotel in Karachi,
to witness the signing ceremony, which was well attended by the
high officials of different Shipping Lines, Shipping Agents, Port
Authorities, Bahria Foundation, Bahria University, Airlines, Terminal
Operators, CFS, Banks, Insurance Companies, Bonded Carriers,
Stevedores, Dry Ports, Pakistan Customs, ANF, PIFFA and
Ministry of Ports and Shipping.
The gathering was organized to celebrate the second PIFFA
Excellence Award which also became the platform for the signing of
MoU which endeavours to open new vistas in the trade and
commerce of Pakistan. The Minister Kamran Michael said that this
first transhipment hub is aimed at creating 5000 job opportunities
and billions in Taxes for the Government. He welcomed the timely
decision of the Govt to seek accession to TIR Convention for the
transit trade to landlocked Central Asian Countries, thus exploiting
the dual benefits of China Pakistan Economic Corridor and the
Transhipment Hubs. He opined that these measures will make the
motherland an ―Asian Tiger‖. He said the MOU is a breakthrough
for establishment of Cargo Village and Transhipment Hubs at
Karachi, Port Qasim and Gwadar ports; and at Karachi, Lahore and
Islamabad airports.
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KPT Declared Best & Efficient Handling Port:
Karachi Port Trust was declared the best Port in efficient
handling category during the Pakistan International Freight
Forwarders Association‘s Excellence Award ceremony held in a
local hotel on 30th May 2015. The Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R)
Shafqat Jawed received the
coveted award from the Federal
Minister for Ports and Shipping
Senator Kamran Michael during
the ceremony which was attended
by scores of people from ports
and shipping sector, Bahria
Foundation and members of
Pakistan International Freight
Forwarders Association from versatile backgrounds of logistics and
freight transportation. With a history behind it and being a premier
Port of Pakistan with expansions taking place, Karachi Port Trust
achieved another milestone that stamps its position as an efficient
cargo handling Port of the region.
Ground Breaking Ceremony of KPT Football Ground:
The Federal Minister for Ports & Shipping
Senator Kamran Michael performed the
ground breaking of KPT Football Ground
which is named Muhammad Nawaz Sharif
Football Stadium on Thursday, the 11th
June 2015. The occasion was attended by
a large gathering of local community as
well as officials of KPT and Ministry of Ports & Shipping.
While speaking on the occasion, the Federal Minister Kamran
Michael stressed upon having sports
ground for youth
as sports activities
raises the health
standards
and
discipline within a
community.
Youths are pillars of any nation and we
value our youth of Karachi and that is why we are gathered here to
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lay stone for the Muhammad Nawaz Sharif Football Stadium which
is planned to be constructed in a period of 10 months under my
supervision at cost Rs 35 million, he added. The Minister praised
the efforts of Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed and
said that under the leadership of Chairman KPT, the overall
performance of the port has increased manifolds.
Visit of Allied Participants National Security & War Course of
National Defence University, Islamabad
A high profile delegation of
National Defence University,
related to National Security and
War Course 2014-15, arrived at
Karachi Port, on 13th January
2015, for a briefing about port
activities and functions as part
of
their
course. The delegation was given a
complete
briefing
on
management,
administrative areas, functions and projects
of KPT underway. The Chairman KPT Vice
Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed HI (M) informed
the delegates about the role KPT plays in
trade and commerce of the nation at KPT
Head Office on 13th January 2015. Being the
premier port, Karachi Port has dredgers,
flotilla crafts and complete infrastructure to
facilitate port users. Recently, the port is
dredged further to handle even 13 meters draught vessels said the
Chairman KPT while briefing the delegation. The Chairman
informed the delegation further that Karachi Port will soon become
capable of handling bigger post PANAMAX mother vessels by the
end of this year when the first phase of deep water container port
attains completion and becomes fully operational.
Various projects came under discussion with respect to their
utility for the port to have such capital intensive projects. The
Chairman KPT also briefed the delegates on the new deep water
container port which is scheduled to become functional by the end
of this year.
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Visit of KPT by Chinese Expert Group on Long Term Plan
China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
A high profile 18 member Chinese Expert Group delegation
headed by Mr. Hu Dongsheng Deputy Director General China
Development Bank along with members of Department of
International Corporation China, Chinese Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Chinese Ministry of Transport, Chinese Ministry of
Agriculture, Chinese Ministry of Industry and Information
Technology and Chinese Planning Research Institute for Machinery
Industry arrived at Karachi Port on 9th March 2015 for a briefing
about port activities. The delegation was given a complete briefing
on management, administrative areas, functions and projects of
KPT underway. The Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat
Jawed HI (M) informed the delegates about the role KPT plays in
trade and commerce. Being the premier port, Karachi Port has
dredgers, flotilla crafts and complete infrastructure to facilitate port
users. Recently, the port is dredged further to handle even 13
meters draught vessels said the Chairman KPT while briefing the
delegation.
Various projects came under discussion with respect to their
utility for the port to have such capital intensive projects. The
Chairman KPT also briefed the delegates on the new deep water
container port which is scheduled to become functional. The
Chairman KPT informed the delegation that the new port will open
new avenues for trade and commerce for Pakistan and pave way
for the port to become transhipment hub of the region. The decision
of developing deep water container port as timely as the Karachi
Port is strategically located well set to cash on the change that has
taken place due to shift over of world economy towards Asia.
The Chinese delegation took special interest in the
construction of Elevated Expressway Project. The project is
initiated to address the traffic forecasts and congestion at the port.
In this regard a 4 & 6 lane elevated port expressway shall be
constructed up to gate No.1 of KPT and Northern by pass, over
chinna creek and along Maripur road. The elevated Expressway
would facilitate the Coal Yard, Pakistan Deep Water, East and
West wharves.
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The Chinese delegation appreciated the capacity building
programmes and the progress on impending deep water container
port which will enable the port to handle post PANAMAX mother
vessels. Projects like cable Stay Bridge that will provide
connectivity of port with cargo village, northern bypass, and Lyari
Express Way; and would make the port capable of handling cargo
of national as well as transit trade, were also discussed.
Stranded People from Yemen Reached Karachi:
KPT Chairman along
with the high officials of
Pakistan Navy and KPT
management as well as
officials
from
the
concerned
Consulate
offices welcomed the
stranded workers including their spouses and children, arriving from
Yemeni cities of Aden, Sanaa, Mukalla at Karachi Port on 8th April
2015. The Pakistan Navy ship ―Aslat‖ returned back with 146
Pakistani citizens and 36 foreigners that
included 11 Indians, 8 Chinese, 5 Filipinos,
4 British, 2 Indonesians, 2 Syrians and 1
each from Canada, Egypt, Jordan and the
UAE. Even foreign evacuees arriving on
the occasion chanted slogans of Pakistan
Zindabad and waved Pakistani flags as
they entered the port.
German Parliamentarians Visited KPT:
A high profile delegation of
German Parliamentarians
visited the Karachi Port
Trust on Saturday, the 18th
April 2015, for a briefing
cum meeting to gain
awareness about avenues
offered by the premier port
of Pakistan for investments and joint ventures which could mutually
benefit both the countries. The delegation of Members of
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Parliamentarians (MPs) from Germany led by Mr Niels Annen with
other members Ms Carey Lay, Ms Tabea Robner, Mr Michael
Donth, Mr Thorsten Frei, Prof Dr Egon Juttner, Mrs Ingrid Brenda
Behrmann (conference interpreter), Ms Monika Hein (German
Foreign Office) was given a complete briefing on management,
administrative areas, functions and present/future projects of KPT.
The delegation accompanied by German Ambassador to Pakistan,
Islamabad, Mr Cyrill Nunn, Consul General of Germany, Karachi,
Dr Tilo Klinner and Consul & Deputy Head of Mission, Karachi, Mr
Hans-Jurgen Paschke were briefed by Chairman KPT Vice Admiral
(R) Shafqat Jawed HI (M) about the role KPT plays in trade and
commerce of the nation.
The Chairman KPT, while briefing about the infrastructure of
the port, informed that the premier
port of Pakistan, the Karachi Port,
is well equipped with dredgers,
flotilla crafts and has complete
infrastructure to facilitate port
users. With regards to the depth of
Karachi
Port
channel,
the
Chairman KPT further informed the
delegates about the recently undertaken dredging which has made
the port capable of handling 13 meters draught vessels at the port
and in the same connection, he made the delegates aware of about
the future outlook of the port with respect to the commencement of
cargo handling activities from bigger post PANAMAX vessels that
will call on when the first phase of deep water container port attains
completion.
Various projects of KPT came under discussion with respect
to their utility for the port to have such capital intensive projects.
The delegation showed interest in port facilities and the projects like
Elevated Port Expressway, Coal Yard and Cargo Village that are
planned by KPT and offer investment opportunities to the German
business sector. In their gesture of compliment, they welcomed the
initiatives of the port and thanked the Chairman KPT Vice Admiral
(R) Shafqat Jawed which concluded the proceedings of the day.
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Chairman KPT Inspected Oil Piers:
The Chairman KPT Vice Admiral
(R) Shafqat Jawed visited the
project site of Oil Pier-1, 2 & 3 on
27th June 2014 where he was
briefed
about
the
overall
structure, operative problems and
the short term redressing made
as per requirement from time to
time. He was informed that the
existing structure of OP-I is 34 years old and
had already outlived its life. The pier was
constructed way back during the period 1975-78.
The Chairman KPT was informed that
the overall structure was in dilapidated
condition and especially during the last three
monsoon, the condition have further worsened which forced the
KPT to make repairs through contract, to enable it to remain
operational for Port use. The Chairman appreciated the efforts of
Engineering Department for keeping the structure in workable /
operational condition through timely repairs of outlived structures in
the wake of harsh and rough sea conditions.
Independence Day Celebrations at KPT Head Office:
The 68th Independence
Day proceedings in KPT
Head Office took place
with great fervour. The
proceedings started with
beguile blowing for two
minutes, from 8:58 – 9:00
am, followed by flag hoisting by the, chief
guest, Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat
Jawed.
The Chairman took the guard of honour from
neatly dressed battalions of Port Fire
Service, Port Security Force, Port Civil
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Defence, KPT Traffic Department, Marine Apprentices (A&B) and
Karachi Sea Scouts. President‘s order of the day was read out on
the occasion by Manager Public Relations, Mr. Shafique Ahmed
Faridi.
Chairman
KPT
Vice
Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed while
speaking
on
the
occasion
specifically stressed on the need
to strengthen our folds and to
complete the assigned tasks
diligently which ultimately reflects
on the overall performance of the
port.
He
prayed
for
the
development of Pakistan in every field as well as for the Karachi
Port to further strengthen the national economy in years to come.
Best Employee of the Year 2013-14:

The Chairman KPT distributed prizes to the best and runners
up ―Employee for the Year 2013‖ on the occasion to: Mr Ibrahim
Khan (Engineering Division), Mr Gulzar Ali (Finance Division), Mr
Rizwan Ahmed (Operations Division), Syed Munawar Hussain
(Planning & Development Division), Mr Babu (Administration
Division) and Mr Sardar Ali (Civil Works & Estate Division); which
concluded the proceedings of the day.
Chairman KPT Inaugurated the Reconstructed Morris Pier at
Manora, Karachi
The Morris Pier, more famously known as the Workshop
Pier, at Manora which had outlived its useful life, has been
reconstructed by KPT at the cost of Rs.178 million. It was
inaugurated by Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed on
4th September 2014.
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While speaking on the occasion, the Chairman KPT Vice
Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed termed the timely reconstruction of
Morris Pier as a step towards achieving high goals envisioned by
Karachi Port and Ministry of
Ports and Shipping which is
in line with the overall
government
policies
for
growth and materializing
trade expansions. Reflecting
on importance of the Morris
Pier, the Chairman KPT outlined that it remained in use for the
personnel working in Manora Workshop as well as for berthing
crafts for maintenance and repairs. He said that the pier was
initially constructed 90 years ago and was requiring reconstruction
as it has outlived its useful life and was beyond economic repairs.
He appreciated the efforts of Civil Works & Estate Division of KPT
for getting the Pier reconstructed within the timeline. He
commended the efforts and said that we work in KPT as a team
and success is bound to follow when work and assignments are
delivered in time by a motivated team.
Earlier, the Chairman Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed was
briefed about the scope of work of Morris Pier which included 55
piles, 72 precast slabs, 70.68m X
9.5m size Deck Slab, 11 pile caps
and 2 staircases. Moreover, he
was informed about the inclusion
of Sarang Office, Waiting Room,
Guard Room and Pump Room at
Morris Pier and also about the
construction of new staircase on
the Warping Jetty due to
operational reasons which will also be used by KPT officers and
staff workers for approaching Manora.
US Ambassador Richard Olson Called on Chairman KPT Vice
Admiral Shafqat Jawed at KPT Head Office
A high level delegation led by US Ambassador in Pakistan
Mr Richard Olson and the new Consul General of Karachi Mr. Bian
Heath called on Chairman KPT Vice Admiral Shafqat Jawed at KPT
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Head Office on 17th September 2014 to
discuss areas and issues of mutual
interest. In a brief presentation, the
Chairman KPT informed the Ambassador
about the functioning of Port and the
various mega projects that has been
undertaken to improve the existing capacity of Port. At the same
time, future projects and prospects were
discussed along with avenues of mutual
interest. The US side was apprised about
the
rich
heritage
and
gradual
transformation of Karachi Port into a
modern and competitive hub of national
trade. Various segments of port capacity and connectivity also
came under discussion.
Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat Jawed presented
KPT Souvenir to the US Ambassador.
Arrival of First Vessel of KMTC at Karachi Port:

Photographs of vessel KMTC Dubai taken on the occasion
of its arrival at Karachi Port on maiden
voyage. The vessel has length overall of 265
meters and is capable of carrying 5,500 TEU
containers at a time is called by their agents
in Pakistan – The United Marine Agency.
Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat
Jawed HI (M) and COMKAR Vice Admiral S.
Arifullah Hussaini HI(M) both the Chief
Guests, are cutting cake on the occasion
along with Chief Executive Officer (CEO) UMA Mr. Sohail Shams,
which was attended by top officials of KPT, UMA and PICT.
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Forty Members of KPT Civil Defence Contingents Participated
in the Earthquake Awareness Walk
Rescue
1299
has
organized
an
Earthquake Awareness Walk under the
patronage of Commissioner Karachi
Division to generate awareness about
earthquake and post incidents of
earthquake for the citizens of Karachi
through
participation
of
all the
stakeholders on 19th November 2014, in
which the 40 members of KPT Civil
Defence contingents also participated.
Joining hands for this noble cause under
the leadership of Commissioner Karachi
Mr Shoaib Siddiqui, the KPT team
attended the walk with great zest. The
walk ended at Mazar-e-Quaid after Wreath laying ceremony at
Quaid-e-Azam‘s grave.
Chairman KPT Distributed Ahram Kits to Personnel who were
Nominated for Hajj
Every year, KPT finances and sends its
officers and employees for Hajj for
which the names are selected through
proper balloting. The balloting took
place this year as well and 20
personnel, 2 officers and 18 employees,
were selected to perform Hajj. A
gathering was organized at KPT Staff College to bid farewell to the
Hajjis.
KPT Participated in the World Maritime Day Celebrations at
Pakistan Maritime Museum
In pursuance to World Maritime Day celebrations taking
place globally, KPT also participated in the event organized by
Pakistan Navy at the Pakistan Maritime Museum on 25 th
September 2014 through a promotional stall where it displayed
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various models of its
flotilla craft for the
visitors on the day. It
was an open day for
the visitors, students
from different schools and people from different walks of life came
to witness the exhibition. The stall remained the most attractive one
for the student visitors as they participated in games displayed at
KPT stall. The students scoring winning points were given
gifts/giveaways from the stall. The funfare remained attractive
throughout the day and in the evening hours more people arrived to
witness the dolphin show organized on the day at a very nominal
charges.
Besides KPT, other organizations related to marine and
shipping arena have also participated in the exhibition. Students of
KPT schools also visited the KPT stall on the occasion and enjoyed
the whole exhibition.
KPT planted 100,000 mangroves plants in four months –
speedy work underway
In pursuance to the task assigned
by the Federal Minister for Ports and
Shipping Senator Kamran Michael, KPT
planted 100,000 mangroves in four
months as per the Ministry orders. The
Marine Pollution Department of KPT has
in the first phase channeled out efforts for establishing mangrove
nursery of a capacity of providing thirty thousand plants at a time
for the implementation of ―Mangrove Plantation Campaign 2014‖.
The task was not an easy one to be achieved in such a short time,
yet a target has been set to make it a reality deploying the total staff
strength as well as the daily wages personnel of Marine Pollution
Control Department for achieving this daunting task.
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MIS Department
The First to Get ISO Certified in KPT
The
Management
Information
System
Department (MIS Department) became the first
department in Karachi Port Trust to obtain ISO
certification “ISO 9001:2008”. The certification
covers software designing, hardware & network
support and services of Information &
technology areas / functions of the MIS
Department. The certification issued this year to
KPT will remain valid till 2017.
This certification has made the KPT the first in Ports and
Shipping sector to have an international Quality Management
certification and reflects on the professionalism as well as
procedural formalities as per with the international standards.
The port has set its course towards the right direction and a
system has started in KPT to make it quality and environment
compliant. Our focus has poised us to achieve and become
transhipment hub of the South Asian region.
KPT Cricket Team Wins Patron‟s Trophy:
Karachi Port Trust (KPT) reclaimed their first class status
after 10 seasons by virtue of sealing the Patron‘s Trophy (Grade – II)
title after the final against Omer Associates ended in draw at the

National Stadium on Wednesday, the 15th April 2015. KPT has
previously played successive seasons in 2003-04 and 2004-05
when the Patron‘s Trophy was labelled as a First Class Competition
and has now qualified for the coveted Quaid-i-Azam Trophy
National Cricket Championship Silver League due to their first
innings lead of 57 runs.
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Faisal Khan, of KPT, showed great temperament in the final
match while scoring century and has become sixth player in the
final to score a century. His unbeaten contribution of 121 enabled
the KPT team to extend their overnight score of 21-0 to 278, while
chasing down 358 runs target. After Nadeem Javed and Anas
Mehmood, the pair who put on title clinching opening partnership of
278 in the first innings, were dismissed in quick succession
following their stand of 64, KPT batted cautiously. Shah Ali Zafar,
who scored 69 off 157 balls with the aid of 11 fours, was joined by
Faisal in a third wicket stand that yielded 173 runs before offspinner Bilal Asif finally trapped Zafar leg-before-wicket. Faisal and
all-rounder Raza Ali Dar batted together for 64 minutes when both
the teams accepted the offer to call off the game 38 minutes before
the official closing time for becoming clear that neither of the two
are in position to win the match.
A delighted KPT skipper Mohammad Hassan collected the
winners‘ purse of Rs 200,000/- and the trophy from the Ex-Chief
Selector Mr Salahuddin Ahmed who now holds the post of adviser
to PCB Chairman for the Southern Region.
Facilities at KPT Hospital Upgraded:
Recently and with passage of
time, the facilities at KPT
Hospital have gradually been
upgraded to provide better
services to employees and
officers of KPT. The hospital
which came into being in 1965
with
40
beds,
including
maternity wing, has today 186 beds and provides specialist
services today in the areas of pathology, radiology, ENT,
dermatology, dental, gynaecology and ophthalmology.
In pursuit of continual advancement of facilities, the hospital
has recently procured a new executive delivery table with hydraulic
function, a resuscitation trolley with all accessories for immediate
first aid in labour room for the new born babies. The hospital has
become capable of providing 24 hours service in Gynae where a
new vacuum extractor for providing assistance in delivery cases
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has been also added along with other equipment like
Cardiotocography Machine (CTG) with twin CTG Selection and two
Fetal Dopplers for patients are also provided.
Intensive Care Unit (ICU):
A state of the art Multi Parameter Patient Monitor is installed
in Operation Theatre to monitor the cardiac status during surgery of
patients in the operation theatre. An Autoclave has also been
acquired for proper sterilization purpose. In addition to this, an
Arterial Blood Gases‘ machine (ABG‘s), a new introduction in ICU
which will give a clear line for decision making at the time of
exposing patients on ventilators has also been procured. Through
this machine, a procedure for taking out blood samples directly
from femoral arteries to check the certain Carbon dioxide and
Oxygen concentration in patients suffering from chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease and cardiac myopathy / valves pumping
capacity has become possible for patients.
International Firefighters‟ Day Celebration in KPT:
Port Fire Service &
Port Civil Defence
jointly
celebrated
International
Fire
Fighters Day in KPT.
Honorable
Rear
Admiral Habib Ur
Rehman S.I(M) General Manager (Engineering) was the Chief
Guest , Engineer Shakeel Ahmed Khan CM&EE-I conducted
seminar in zealous manners. Guest Speakers Mr. Sarfaraz Hussain
Jafri Former Commandant Federal Civil Defence Training School,
Mr. Ahmer Pasha Representative of Rescue 1299 / Mr. Shoaib
Ahmed Siddiquie Commissioner Karachi, Mr. Rizwan Edhi AlKhidmat Foundation acknowledged the role of firefighters and
declared them the National Unsung Heroes. Rear Admiral Habib ur
Rahman, General Manager (Engineering) appreciated the efforts of
Port Fire Officer (PFO) & Port Civil Defence Officer (PCDO).
General Manager (Engineering) decorated the Port Fire Officer with
traditional Ajrak of Sindh. Darbar & Bara Khana (Lunch) arranged
at Central Fire Station for entire Port Fire Service & Port Civil
Defence Service.
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Training on Modern Port Management & Administration with
cooperation of Dutch Embassy
A two days training on Modern Port
Management and Administration to
Pakistan Port Sector held on 21st
April 2015 at Local Hotel by
―Maritime & Transport Business
Solutions‖ (MTBS) with collaboration
of Dutch Embassy.
A Rotterdam – Netherlands based firm ―Maritime &
Transport Business Solutions‖ (MTBS), an international finance and
strategy advisory firm, provided this platform.
The objective of the course was to enable participants to
implement a successful long term port Public Private Partnership
(PPP) by providing guidelines for an optimal tender process and
sharing in-depth knowledge on valuable, bankable and enforceable
port concession agreements.
The course was graced by Ambassador Marcel de Vink, who
highlighted on the importance of Ports in country‘s economic
development, and also mentioned bilateral development activities
between the two countries.
Karachi Port Breaks All Records of Cargo/Container Handling
The Port Handled 43.42 Million Tons of Cargo and 1.72 Million
Containers (TEUs) in 2014-15
The cargo handling activities of the
Karachi Port has gained a fast
paced momentum which resulted in
breaking all previously set records
of cargo handling. The financial
year 2014-15 has remained
phenomenal for KPT as it
registered a record handling of
43.42 million tons cargo and 1.72
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million Container TEUs (twenty equivalent units) during this
financial year. Last financial year the handling of cargo remained at
41.35 million tons and that of containers remained at 1.59 million
Container TEUs, hence shows a hefty gain of 8.4% over the year.
The ship movement has also gained momentum as more ships
have called at Karachi Port. During the ending financial year 201415, the ship movement and handling remained at 1,732 ships,
whereas last year, it remained at 1,674 ships, hence an increase of
3.46% over last year.
The breakup shows that the port handled 29.67 million tons
of total dry cargo imports and exports and 13.75 million tons of
liquid bulk cargo imports and exports during the ending financial
year 2014-15, whereas last year, these remained at 28.24 million
tons and 13.11 million tons respectively. Similarly, the breakup of
ship movement and handling shows that the port handled 790
container ships, 193 bulk cargo ships, 255 general cargo ships and
494 oil tankers this year. In year 2013-14, these remained at 817
container ships, 172 bulk cargo ships, 229 general cargo ships and
456 oil tankers respectively. As bigger sized container ships called
at Karachi Port during the ending financial year 2014-15 at the two
private terminals KICT & PICT, due to the dredging of berth draught
to 13 meters handling of more containers has taken place from
fewer ships.
The Karachi Port has always preferred to facilitate the port
users and the trade community through best business
policies/practices. The Chairman KPT Vice Admiral (R) Shafqat
Jawed HI (M) has laid emphasis on facilitating the port users
through adoption of friendly business policies in line with the
policies/direction of present government. This has paved way for
sea borne trade increase through Karachi Port. A new leaf has
turned in the history of Karachi Port which has over the years
remained in the maze of gross achievements. Stage is well set for
the port to cash on global throughput increase as the port is on the
verge of starting port operations from the new deep water container
port from next year. Cognizant of its importance, the port is now
focussed more in its approach and is on the right track under the
vibrant leadership of Senator Kamran Michael, Federal Minister for
Ports and Shipping, as the port foresees a sparkling future ahead.
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Port Operations Activities:
Due to business friendly policies of KPT, the Container
handling increased by 8% and the cargo increased by 5 %. Overall
43.42 Million Tons cargo and 1.72 Million TEUs (containers) has
been handled at KPT which is an ever high record in the history of
KPT. At Bulk Oil Piers, KPT also made record handling of Liquid
Bulk Cargo which 13.75 Million Tons with growth of 4.9%.

TYPE OF CARGO

2013 - 14

2014 - 15

DIFF.

%AGE
VARIATION

IMPORT
Dry General Cargo
Dry Bulk Cargo

12,641
5,995

14,504 +
6,353 +

1,863 (+)
358 (+)

14.74
5.97

Total Dry Cargo

18,636

20,857 +

2,221 (+)

11.92

Liquid Bulk Cargo

11,707

12,143 +

436 (+)

3.72

30,343

33,000 +

2,657 (+)

8.76

Total

EXPORT
Dry General Cargo
Dry Bulk Cargo

8,591
1,015

7,572 1,243 +

1,019 ( - )
228 (+)

11.86
22.46

Total Dry Cargo

9,606

8,815 -

791 ( - )

8.23

Liquid Bulk Cargo

1,401

1,607 +

206 (+)

14.70

11,007

10,422 -

585 ( - )

5.31

Total

TOTAL IMPORT AND EXPORT
Dry General Cargo
Dry Bulk Cargo

21,232
7,010

22,076 +
7,596 +

844 (+)
586 (+)

3.98
8.36

Total Dry Cargo

28,242

29,672 +

1,430 (+)

5.06

Liquid Bulk Cargo

13,108

13,750 +

642 (+)

4.90

41,350

43,422 +

2,072 (+)

5.01

Total
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SHARE OF IMPORT / EXPORT IN TOTAL HANDLING 2014 – 15:

CATEGORY-WISE HANDLING OF 43.42 MILLION TONS IN
2014 – 15:
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Container Handled at Karachi Port:

SHARE OF IMPORT / EXPORT CONTAINERS IN TEUs 2014 - 15:
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TERMINAL-WISE HANDLING WITH SHARE IN CONTAINER
TEUs 2014 – 15:

Financial Position:
The Port finances are looked after by the Finance Division,
headed by General Manager (Finance). The primary objective of
the Division are to ensure that all assets, liabilities, revenues,
expenditures and transactions are budgeted, authorized, controlled
and spent in the specified manner. To achieve these objectives, the
Division is organized in two departments namely Accounts and
Finance.
The financial position of KPT remained viable with a
Revenue Surplus of Rs.5,353.21 (M) provisional against the budget
figures of Rs.5,200.80 (M) for the year 2014-15. KPT is perhaps the
only organization in the public sector which is self-financed without
any subsidy from Government or any borrowing from commercial
banks in the local currency. However, foreign currency loans to
fund certain projects were obtained in the past from the World Bank
and other financial institutions. Repayments of these debts were
made by KPT from its own resources. The development as well as
non-development expenditures were done within KPT‘s own
resources.
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During year 2015-16, KPT‘s total budgeted income is
estimated at Rs.17.3 (B) against estimated current expenditure of
Rs.13.4 (B), rendering estimated surplus of Rs.3.8 (B).
Apart from the current expenditure, KPT has ear-marked
Rs.19.2 (B) for development projects for the year 2015-16.
Karachi Port Trust
Revenue & Expenditure for the Year 2014-15
BUDGET
2014-15

ACTUAL
2014-15

INCREASE /
(DECREASE)

BUDGET
2015-16
Rs. in
Million

CARGO HANDLING

5,192.00

5,480.38

288.38

5,600.00

CARGO STORAGE

2,700.00

1,892.05

(807.95)

2,000.00

SHIP MOVEMENT & SERVICES

4,285.00

4,228.25

(56.75)

5,000.00

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

1,460.00

1,550.67

90.67

1,700.00

13,637.00

13,151.35

(485.65)

14,300.00

220.00

223.65

3.65

250.00

3,500.00

3,540.00

40.00

2,750.00

17,357.00

16,915.00

(442.00)

17,300.00

LABOUR COST

7,713.00

7,578.59

(134.41)

8,500.00

OPERATING MATERIAL &
EXPENSES

2,445.00

2,119.94

(325.06)

2,460.00

REPAIR & MAINTENANCE

720.00

637.21

(82.79)

950.00

ADMINISTRATION &
OVERHEAD

220.00

167.85

(52.15)

220.00

1,050.00

1,050.00

-

1,300.00

12,148.00

11,553.59

8.20

8.20

-

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

12,156.20

11,561.79

(594.41)

NET SURPLUS

5,200.80

5,353.21

152.41

ITEMS
OPERATING INCOME /
EXPENDITURE
REVENUE

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE
ADD: MISC. INCOME
(GENERAL)
ADD: MISC. INCOME
(INVESTMENT)
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENDITURE

DEPRECIATION

TOTAL OPERATING
EXPENDITURE
ADD: INTEREST ON LONG
TERM LOANS
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(594.41)

13,430.00

13,438.20

PAKISTAN NATIONAL SHIPPING CORPORATION
1.

INTRODUCTION

Pakistan
National
Shipping Corporation (PNSC)
the National Flag carrier enjoys
a global presence in the
shipping world. It undertakes
business operations in an
internationally
competitive
MV Chitral 2003 built, dwt 46710
environment, competes even for
transportation
of
Pakistani
imports/exports and earns most needed foreign exchange for the
country by managing a fleet of nine (09) ships. PNSC‘s fleet is a
mix of double hull Aframax tankers, Panamax bulk carriers,
Supramax, Handymax and Handysize bulk carriers, all of modern
vintage, having a total deadweight carrying capacity of 681,806
metric tones. PNSC transports all type of cargoes on several
geographical routes covering almost the entire world.
2.

VISION / MISSION STATEMENT

To be a prominent player in global shipping by maintaining
diversified marine assets, providing reliable & efficient shipping
services to overseas and Pakistan‘s sea borne trade, maintaining
relationship of integrity and trust with our customers, partners,
employees, safeguarding interests of our stakeholders and
contributing towards betterment of national economy, society and
the environment.
3.

ACTIVITIES:

a. During FY 2014~15, PNSC
and its vessel-owning subsidiary
companies lifted 16.277 million freight
tonnes of cargo as compared to 17.914
million freight tonnes in the previous
year.
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MT Lahore 2003 built,
dwt 107,018

b. A comparison of sector-wise cargo lifting of FY 2014-15
& 2013-14 is as under:
Sector

2014-15

2013-14

Freight Tonnes

Freight Tonnes

Million

Million

Liquid Bulk

14.447

15.369

Dry Bulk

1.595

2.486

Slot Charter

0.235

0.059

16.277

17.914

Total

c. PNSC
Group
has
reported slight decline in revenue of
1%. However, Group has improved
revenue in liquid cargo from owned
vessels by 11% and dry cargo from
slot charter business by 62%. While
the business from the dry cargo
bulk-carriers
was
weak
as
compared to last year reason being
significant fluctuations in bulk
freight market rates.

M.V. Hyderabad 2004 Built, dwt
52,951

d. Direct fleet expenses almost remained steady in the
current year While PNSC reaped the benefit of global reduction in
fuel prices on voyage conducted by PNSC‘s own vessels, this
impact was suppressed by higher charter cost of hiring foreign
chartered tankers, containing the overall direct fleet expense at the
same level.
Gross Profit of Rs. 3,166 million was achieved as against
Rs. 3,381 million last year.
Group has achieved Net Profit after tax was Rs.2,116 million
as compared to Rs. 2,149 million last year.
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e.

ACHIEVEMENTS AND PROGRESS:
Following table depicts the comparison of fiscal position of
PNSC for the year 2014~15 & 2013~14.
2014 – 2015
(Rs. In „000)

2013-2014
(Rs. In „000)

Operating Revenue

15,536,288

15,726,546

Operating Expenditure

12,369,348

12,345,060

Operating Profit

3,166,940

3,381,486

Other Operating Income

2,121,287

688,901

Other Expenses

1,366,397

302,796

Profit before Taxation

2,213,064

2,402,203

Profit after Taxation

2,116,426

2,149,057

FISCAL POSITION

f.

WEALTH GENERATED:
Following table depicts comparison of wealth generated by
PNSC.

Income from Shipping
Business
Rental Income
Other operating income

g.

2014 – 2015
(Rs. In „000)

2013-2014
(Rs. In „000)

15,358,351

15,585,416

154,937

141,130

2,121,287

1,185,721

17,657,575

16,912,267

WEALTH DISTRIBUTED:
Following table depicts comparison of wealth distributed by
PNSC:
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2014 – 2015
(Rs. In „000)

2013-2014
(Rs. In „000)

11,656,625

11,640,815

Administrative & General
Expenses

1,854,929

1,206,228

Salaries

1,263,024

1,114,149

669,949

548,845

96,638

253,173

198,095

198,095

15,739,260

14,961,305

1,918,315

1,950,962

17,657,575

16,912,267

Fleet Expenses

Finance Cost
Taxes
Dividend
Total Distributed
Retained for Business

2015

2014

Fleet Expenses
Administrative and General Expenses
Salaries
Finance Cost
Taxes
Dividend
Retained for Business

h.

GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS
(1)

Revenue vs Operating Expenses
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Revenue & Operating Expenses (Rs. ‗000)

(2)

Gross & Net Profit Ratio

GP & NP Ratio

(3)

PNSC Share Price Performance
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(4)

Debt to Equity Ratio

Debt to Equity Ration

(5)

Divided Payout (Rs. Per Share)

Dividend Payout (Rs. Per share)

(6)

Fixed Assets and Turnover

Fixed Assets & Turnover (Rs. ‗000)
25,178,610
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(7)

Market /Break-up Value per Share

Market / Break-up value per share (Rs./ share)

(8)

Turnover and Profitability

Turnover & Profitability

(9)

Price Earning (P/E) ratio

PE Ratio

(10) Sector wise Revenue
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Sector-wise revenue

(11) PNSC Fleet Strength
VESSEL NAME

BUILT

DEADWEIGHT

LENGTH
OVERALL

GROSS
TONNAGE

MT

M

MT

TANKER
M.T QUETTA

JAPAN 2003

107,215

246.80

58,118

M.T LAHORE

JAPAN 2003

107,018

246.80

58,118

M.T KARACHI

JAPAN 2003

107,081

246.80

58,127

M.T SHALAMAR

JAPAN 2006

105,315

228.60

55,894

BULK CARRIERS

M.V CHITRAL

JAPAN 2003

46,710

185.73

26,395

M.V MALAKAND

JAPAN 2004

76,830

225.00

40,040

M.V HYDERABAD

JAPAN 2004

52,961

188.50

29,365

M.V SIBI

JAPAN 2009

28,442

169.37

17,018

M.V MULTAN

JAPAN 2002

50,244

189.80

27,986

TOTAL

681,506
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371,100

i. Earning per share of the Pakistan National Shipping
Corporation Group of Companies was Rs. 16.02 as against
Rs.16.27 last year.
4. PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES & TARGETS SET OUT:
a. ACQUISITION OF TANKER IN FY 2013-14:
Corporation has acquired one
Aframax crude oil tanker named
M.T.
―Shalamar‖
for
transportation of crude and fuel
oil imports of Pakistan through
PNSC‘s own funds. Induction of
same was in 1st December
2014, which boosts PNSC‘s
cargo carrying capacity by M.T. Shalamar dwt 105,315
105,315 metric tonnes, and would further contribute to
increase in revenue generation of the Corporation.
b. STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES:
The strategic objectives
PNSC are as under:

of

(1) Persistent
growth
by
strategically investing and
diversifying
in
marine
sectors according to past
performance and outlook.

MV Sibi 2009 built, dwt 28,442

(2) To be optimally profitable,
viable,
commercial
organization and contribute
to the national economy by
securing a reasonable
return on capital and
minimize
outflow
of
national foreign reserves.

MV Malakand 2004 built, dwt
76,830
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(3) Ensure steady supplies to Pakistan defense forces in
time of peace & war.
(4) To do highly ethical, environment friendly and socially
responsible business practices.
(5) Ensuring that every employee feels proud of being part
of PNSC team.
(6) To provide its clientele safe, secure, reliable and
efficient services.
(7) To practice & believe in Equal Opportunity for every one
in every aspect of business.
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PORT QASIM AUTHORITY
Port Qasim is the deepest sea port and 1st industrial and
commercial port of Pakistan and one of the largest contributors to
national economy of Pakistan and plays a vital role in the economic
development of the country, currently it caters for more than 40% of
the total seaborne trade of Pakistan. The current handling capacity
of Port with 15 berths/terminals is 63 million tonnes per annum.
Total Trade:
Trade through the Port
reached its highest level on record,
where a cargo volume of 30.014
million tonnes was handled during
financial year 2014-15 as compared
to 25.775 million tonnes during
corresponding
period
of
the
previous year 2013-14, registering
a substantial increase of 16.4%.
Similarly ship callings also showed
an increase of 19.4%, and Box
trade also surpassed the previous highest record level and showing
an exceptional growth of more than 14 % during the under review
period.
In terms of imports and exports, imports increased more
than 19.5 percent and export increased 9.2 percent during the
report period.
Average growth in cargo handling over a period of five years
is 2.2% per annum.
The target planned by the Port Authority for the year 201415 was 26.2 million tonnes, against this Port achieved 30.0 million
tonnes which is 6.4% more than the target.
Containerized Trade:Containerized cargo remained the Port‘s core activity and
represented 42% of total trade, the container trade throughput
reached at 0.971 million TEUs, up by 14% from 2013-14, which is
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highest annual container throughput since commissioning was
achieved at the port in the financial year 2014-15, Containerized
imports recorded 0.468 TEUs, which is 11.3% over from 2013-14
and Containerized exports handled 0.503 TEUs, which has also
increased by 16% on the same period of last year.
Full container imports reached 0.384 million TEUs, up 21%
and full container exports reached 0.427 TEUs, an increase of 8%.
Total empty container movements were 0.161 million TEUs
which is almost 14% increase, empty exports represented 28.6% of
total container throughput which is an increase of 76%.
Graphic view of containerized cargo in TEUs:
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Non-Containerized Trade:
Accounted for almost 58% of the port‘s total trade of noncontainer throughput remained 17.370 million tonnes during the FY
2014-15, increased by 17.5% from last year period. Noncontainerized cargo is classified into two groups, dry cargo and
liquid cargo.
Liquid cargo reported to be 12.138 million tonnes, which
includes Petroleum product, palm oil, chemicals, LPG and LNG.
Liquid cargo represented 40% of total Port‘s trade.
Total dry cargo recorded to be 5.233 million tonnes, rose by
53%, which includes rapeseeds, corn, fertilizer, wheat, cement,
steel coil, iron ore, dry cargoes totaled 13 percent of the volumes
handled in the Port.
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Imports: The combine trade for containerized and noncontainerized imports stood at 21.608 million tones, which is an
increase of 19.5% from July-June 2014-15. Imports accounted for a
majority of Port Qasim‘s trade in 2014-15 comprising 72% of total
trade.
The major imported commodities were, chemicals, grain,
fertilizer, steel coil, edible oil, petroleum product, raw material and
containerized cargo, these represented 72% of all containerized
and non-containerized cargo imported through the port.
The POL imports were the
largest and represented over 43%
of total imported cargo, the second
largest imported cargo was the
containerized
cargo
which
represented 29% of total imports,
and third largest was the edible oil
which remained 11% of total
imports, Grains was fourth largest
imported commodity group which
represented 8.4% of total imports, and Chemicals was fifth largest
imported commodity group and represented 6% of total imports.
In terms of containerized and non-containerized imports, the
non-containerized imports were the largest imported cargo which
represented 71% and containerized cargo represented 29% of total
imports.
Exports: Total 8.4 million tonnes export werehandled at the
Port, reflecting an increase of 9.2%
as against the record highest of
export handling of previous year.
Exports accounted for 28% of total
trade through the port. Average
annual growth rate in total trade of
export recorded almost 18% per
annum over last five years. During
the year exports remained at
highest level in the history of the
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Port. The largest non-containerized commodity group exported
through the port was cement with 1.4 million tones, which increased
by 27% since 2012-13, cement represented 21% of the total noncontainerized exported commodity for 2013-14,
The major exported commodities for 2014-15 were cement,
rice, steel coil, crude oil, chemicals and containerized cargo.,
Containerized cargo: The exports of containerized cargo was
the largest group of exports, which is an increase of 15.1% from
2013-14.
Cement: The largest non-containerized commodity group
exported through the port was cement with 1.5 million tonnes,
which increased 2.3% from 2013-14, cement represented 18% of
the total exported commodities of containerized and noncontainerized group for 2014-15,
Pakistan Seaborne Trade and PQA Share:
Total Pakistan seaborne trade of exports, during 2014-15 of
fiscal year stands at 18.422 million tonnes, out of which the exports
through PQA stood at 8.405 million tonnes, consisting over 44.6%
of total exports of the country.
The total cargo handled among Pakistan Sea ports
amounted to 73.858 million tonnes, out of which PQA handled
30.014 million tonnes cargo, which is representing 41% of total.
The number of containers handled among Pakistan Sea
ports amounted to 2.695 million TEUs, out of which PQA handled
0.971 million TEUs, PQA share represented 36%,
Shipping: Contrary to cargo handling, ship callings during
the financial year 2014-15, reflected remarkable increase of more
than 19% and stood at 1280, as compared to 1072, over
corresponding period, ship calling also exceeded estimated target
by around 15 %. Average annual growth rate in shipping has been
over around 12.7% over last five years per annum.
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Contribution to Economic Development: PQA is one of the
largest contributors to the national exchequer, the Collectorate of
Customs collected 272 billions rupees in the form of duties & taxes
on imports passing through the port during the financial year 2014-15.
Financial:
During the financial year 2014-15, PQA earned a total
revenue of Rs. 8,216.735 million Rupees while expenditure during
the report period stood at Rs. 6,243.341 million Rupees, after
making provision for income tax at Rs.1,069.625 million Rupees,
PQA earned a net surplus of Rs. 1,946.110 Million during 2014-15.
Industrial: PQA is facilitating development of port based
Industrial and commercial complex to gear up Industrialization.
Currently 223 various industrial and commercial projects are
already operative at the port while 257 are in construction phase.
Achievement:
o

o

The project of LNG terminal, Pakistan's first state-of-theart LNG terminal was completed before time and first
shipment of LNG touched Pakistan‘s coasts on 26 th
March-2015.
The first ship of Liquefied Natural Gas ‗Exquisite‟
reached at Port Qasim at 3:30 hours on Thursday, 26th
March-2015, with an initial cargo load of 148,517 cubic
meter of LNG.

o

The off handling capacity of LNG Terminal capacity is 3
million tones per annum.

o

The plant has the capacity for re-gasification of LNG up
to 600mmcfd,

o

The terminal has been built at a cost of USD 120 million
in a world record time of 335 days of signing with actual
construction of 179days and the FSRU vessel is worth
an additional USD 300 million.
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Development Project:
Coal/Clinker & Cement Terminal:
A project of coal Clinker/Cement Terminal is planned at Port
Qasim, Coal capacity is 12 million tones and Cement capacity is 4
million tones per annum. The Terminal shall be designed to handle
75,000 DWT vessels. The project is likely to complete by end 2016.
The Coal and Clinker/Cement Terminal on BOT basis by
M/S PIBT is under construction and likely to complete by end 2016.
This is the first state-of-the-art Terminal which will indeed cater for
handling of imported coal for 3-4 Coal Based Power Projects in the
country, by 2017.
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GWADAR PORT AUTHORITY

Introduction. Gwadar Port Authority (GPA) was established
as an organization, after promulgation of the GPA Ordinance No.
LXXVII of 2002 dated 17 October 2002, for construction,
operations, management and maintenance of Gwadar Deep Water
Port. Gwadar Deep Sea Port is the second great monument of PakChina friendship after Karakoram Highway linking Pakistan and
China. Since its completion in 2006, Gwadar Deep Sea Water Port,
managed by Gwadar Port Authority (GPA), with its Phase-I
Infrastructure could not be operationalized optimally. The earlier
port operator, M/s PSA Gwadar International Ltd, was unsuccessful
in bringing business to the port and further expansion of its
infrastructure. Similarly, GPA was unable to fulfill its obligations
spelled out in the port operation Concession Agreement.
Location. Gwadar is located on the shores of the Arabian
Sea in the western province of Balochistan. It is about 630 km from
Karachi and 120 km
from the Iranian
border.
Gwadar
Port is located at
the mouth of the
Persian Gulf, just
outside the Straits
of Hormuz, near the
key shipping routes
in and out of the Persian Gulf.
GPA Management Board. The policy decisions of GPA are
made through GPA Management Board. Members are
representatives of Ministries/Divisions/Government Organizations
and Quetta Chamber of Commerce, comprising as under:-
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1.

Chairman, Gwadar Port Authority

2.

Director General (Ports & Shipping).

4.

Sr. Joint Secretary, MoP&S Islamabad

6.

8.

Additional Secretary I,
Ministry of Industries & Production,
Additional Chief Secretary (Dev), GoB
Quetta

10. General Manager (Operations)
Pakistan Railways,

3.

Chairman National Highway Authority

5.

Additional Secretary -III Ministry
Defence, Islamabad

7.

Financial Advisor (P&S), Ministry of
Finance, Islamabad

9.

Director General BCDA, Gwadar

11. President,
Quetta
Chamber
Commerce & Industry, Quetta

of

of

Mission:
Gwadar Port will soon become a gateway port for Pakistan
and the region and a world-class maritime hub. Gwadar Port ―the
first deep sea port in the country‖ is to complement Karachi Port
and Port Qasim in order to stimulate economic growth of Pakistan
in general and Balochistan in particular by utilizing the available
resources of the country and also providing an outlet for landlocked Central Asian States, Western China and Afghanistan
through transit trade and offering transshipment facilities and to
operate in a manner that is, Efficient, Effective, Competitive,
Transparent & Fair to all.
Objective:


To cater for all ships and all types of cargo ships



To facilitate trade and industrial and economic
development, nationally, locally and regionally



To operate in a manner that is efficient, effective,
competitive, transparent and fair to all



To remain aligned with expectations of local and
international customers and stakeholders

In doing so, the development of both Gwadar City and
Gwadar Port will make important contributions to the socioeconomic development of the district of Gwadar and the province of
Balochistan .
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Existing Port Infrastructure:


03 Multipurpose berths each 200 meters long.



01 RO-RO facility



100m service berth



4.7 km long approach channel dredged to 14.4 m at
outer channel, 13.8 m at inner channel / turning basin
and 14.5 m depth alongside berth.



Outer channel width is 206 m and inner channel width is
155m.



Turning Basin 595 m diameter
Port Area
Container stacking area
Reefer Cargo space
Empty container stacking area
Storage yard
Transit shed
Hazardous cargo storage yard

64,000 sq-m
48,278 sq-m
(400 points)367sq-m
6,875 sq-m
28,669 sq-m
3,750 sq-m
1,800 sq-m

The port, currently, has the capacity to handle 50,000 DWT
ships @12.5 meter maximum draught.
Crafts and vessels:






Tug boats (each 2400 HP)
Survey boat
Working boat
Mooring boat
Pilot boats

2 Numbers
1 Number
1 Number
1 Number
2 Number

CRANES AND YARD EQUIPMENT :


Rail-mounted Cranes

7 Numbers

a. 2 x 40 tons- 40 m
b. 1 x 16 tons- 33 m
c. 2 x 10 tons-33 cranes
d. 2 x 40 tons-40m STS Cranes
 40 tons Rubber Tyred Gantry Cranes (RTGs)
 10 tons mobile cranes
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2Nos
2Nos



Power House Main Generators


















Power House Emergency Generator (116 KW)

03 Nos. (1.5 WM
each)

Fork lift trucks with rated lifting capacity 5 tons.
Containers reach stackers, capacity 40 tons
Container tractors, capacity 100 kN.
Container semi-trailers,
25 t flat trucks
10 t flat trucks
Hoppers 6 m x 6 m
Mobile bagging plants, capacity 50 t/h
Fork lift trucks, capacity 5 t
Weighing bridges, capacity 80 t
Fire tender
Sweeping Vehicle
Garbage Truck
Oil Tanker
Oil storage tank

12Nos
2Nos
6Nos
4Nos
4Nos
4Nos
8Nos
8Nos
12Nos
2Nos
2Nos
1Nos
1Nos
1Nos
50000 gallon

capacity
Gwadar Port Master Plan. Gwadar Port Master Plan was prepared
by consultants M/S Arthur D Little in May 2006. It provides the
foundation for current & future planning system of Gwadar Port
Authority. The main objective is to provide for a rapid, smart and
economic development roadmap of Gwadar port.
Multi-use area 1 (146 ha)
Designated to support phase 1 & 2 operations of multipurpose
terminal Storage.
Multi-use area 2 (924 ha)
Reserved
for
free
zone
containerstorage and related
developments
including
commercial areas.
Industrial area 1 (2620 ha)
Port related industrial land for
clean dry bulk, liquid bulk, chemical factories, food processing, oils
and fats and related industries,
Potential location for EPZ.
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Industrial area 2 (5000 ha)
–

Port related industrial land for heavy industries,
including oil refineries, petrochemicals, LNG, power,
steel, cement, ship breaking, minerals etc.

Gwadar Mini Port. In order to provide modern facilities to local
fisherman and to boost socio-economic activities in the region,
project of Gwadar Fish Harbor-cum-Mini Port (GFH) was initiated in
1986. The project was substantially completed in March 1993 when
the Mini Port was formally inaugurated by the then Prime Minister
of Islamic Republic of Pakistan for trial operation. Gwadar Fish
Harbor cum Mini Port is envisaged to handle the fish catch along
the coast and cargo operation by small vessels drawing not over
3.5 meters draught. The quay length of 416 meters is provided
along-with a suitable anchorage area of fishing boats and cargo
vessels. Vessels belonging to Maritime Security Agency as well as
Pakistan Navy visiting port of Gwadar also use the quay. However,
when a Concession Agreement was signed between Port of
Singapore Authority and GPA, it was decided to merge GFH into
GPA, as announced by the then Prime Minister of Pakistan during
his visit to Gwadar Port in the year 2012.

Gwadar Port Civic Center:
GPA initiated the project of building a modern Civic Centre in
the heart of Gwadar City to set a model for the upcoming buildings
in the future and to develop the underprivileged area of Gwadar in
particular and Balochistan in general. The Civic Center is offering
comfortable and state-of-the-art office accommodations, shops as
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well as residential flats to cater for administrative and residential
needs of various organizations & private entities. With a covered
area of 44,767 SFT, the Civic Centre has ground plus mezzanine
Shopping Mall and space also reserved for 35 Nos of
Shops/Offices, 02 Banks,07 Utility Stores and 12 Nos (4 at each
floor) apartments.
Current Measures to Operationalize Gwadar Port and ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
Since May 2013, the port‘s Concessional Rights are
transferred to the new operator, viz. China Overseas Ports Holding
Company Limited (COPHCL) Ltd. In the mean-time, governments
of Islamic Republic of Pakistan & Peoples Republic of China have
agreed on a long-term bilateral trade and economic corridor
program, i.e. China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). These
two events have created bright prospects for operationalization of
Gwadar Port and harnessing the benefits of regional trade
connectivity through this naturally deep-sea port by Pakistan,
China, Central Asian Republics, and Afghanistan. During 2013-15,
a number of decisions were taken and plans were approved, which
are in process of being executed. These are:
i.

To resolve the port connectivity with the highway
network, the project, ―Gwadar Port Eastbay
Expressway‖ has now been agreed upon for funding
under CPEC. The project has been approved by
ECNEC at an estimated cost of Rs. 14.01 billion.
Currently, GPA is in process of selecting Chinese
Company for construction works through bidding and
the project execution will start during 2015.

ii.

To resolve another obligation of GPA under the
Concession Agreement, Federal Government has
provided funds through PSDP for establishment of
Gwadar Port Free Zone at an area of 9.23 sq KMs
(2,281 acres) adjacent to the Port. Land acquisition
process has been completed and Lease Deed
Agreement was signed with the Chinese Operator
during President Xi Jinping‘s historic visit of Pakistan in
April 2015. This would be the first FZ in Pakistan. The
FZ is being managed by the subsidiary of COPHCL,
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namely, Gwadar Free Zone Company. Its marketing and
execution will start in 2015. The FZ will cater for
transshipment facilities, export and import (through
processing and manufacturing, at local level) and will
bring Foreign Direct Investment to the country, boost
exports, and would increase the port throughput
significantly.
iii.

During the initial phase of the execution, the Company
will start work on internal development of the FZ, and
initiate marketing. GPA & the Company are preparing a
regulatory framework for the investors. The Chinese
side has suggested a Preferential Policy for investors in
Gwadar, which is under review by the Federal
Government.

iv

The new operator (COPHC) has started ―recovery‖ of
existing available infrastructure & equipment on the port
targeted to be completed by December 2015. COPHC
also submitted the Operational Plan of the port in
consultation with GPA, which has now been approved.
This suggests a framework for the Port Business Plans
as per the Concession Agreement.

v.

Since 2008, Gwadar Port has handled around 6.032
million tons dry bulk cargo (imported wheat and urea
only) from 176 ships. The Chinese Operator is working
on increasing the number of ship calls at the port. From
May 2015, Container Business has also been started
from Gwadar Port, initially limited export of local fish is
exported through COSCO vessels twice a month.

vi.

Ministry of Ports & Shipping and GPA have been
participating actively in all planning and appraisal
processes of CPEC program. Governments of China &
Pakistan formed a Joint Working Group on Gwadar Port
under CPEC to formulate a comprehensive plan for
development of Gwadar Port as Gateway of CPEC. It is
expected that 2015 would be the year of starting
development initiatives in Gwadar having more focus on
Gwadar Port and its FZ.
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vii. For the early harvest / prioritized phase of CPEC,
following projects related to Gwadar Port & Port City of
Gwadar have been agreed. These are in different
stages of project preparation and approval:
S.No.
a.
b.
c.

Project Title
Construction of East-Bay Expressway, Gwadar
Port
Construction of Breakwaters, Gwadar Port (for
further expansion of the existing terminal)
Capital Dredging of Berthing Areas & Channels,
Gwadar Port (for further expansion of the existing
terminal)

Executing
Agency
GPA
GPA
GPA

d.

Pak-China Technical & Vocational Institute

GPA

e.

Infrastructure Development for Free Zone &
EPZs, Gwadar

EPZA &
GIEDA

f.

Necessary Facilities of Fresh Water Treatment,
Water Supply

GDA

g.

China-Pakistan Friendship Hospital (Up-gradation
of existing 50 bedded hospital

GDA

h.

Coal-based Power Plant at Gwadar

Ministry of
Water &
Power,
and GDA

i.

Construction of Gwadar International Airport

CAA

viii. In the PSDP 2015-16, besides above, following projects
are being executed with local funding through GPA:

ix.



Development & Construction of Port
Structures in Non-Concessional Port Area



Up-gradation of GPA Housing Complex

Allied

A project for construction of an LNG terminal at Gwadar
Port and Gwadar-Nawabshah Pipeline is also under
active consideration of the Government. This project
has been included in CPEC Program.
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x.

xi.

Gwadar Port Authority has signed Sister Ports
Relationship Agreements/MoUs with the following three
ports :
(i)

Qingdao Port (China)

(ii)

Chahbahar Port (Iran)

(iii)

Zhuhai Port (China); MOU is ready for signature

By Oct/Nov 2015, following major projects are expected
to start in Gwadar with the Chinese assistance:
(a) Gwadar Port East Bay Expressway
(b) Gwadar Port Free Zone
(c) A huge Chinese & Pakistani Products Display
Center at Gwadar Port on a 60 acres land
(d) New Gwadar International Airport
(e)

LNG terminal & pipeline

xii. National Highway Authority (NHA) is resolving the
connectivity problem of Gwadar Port by expeditiously
completing N-85 & M-8. Northern portion of M-8 has
been targeted to be completed by December 2015 to
ensure direct connectivity of Gwadar Port with the
North-South corridor through Khuzdar-Rathodero.
Remaining portions of N-85 and Southern portion of M-8
will be completed by December 2016. These road
infrastructures would reduce the distances with the
regions/countries falling in the Northern hinterland of
Gwadar Port and increase the commercial viability of
Gwadar Port significantly.
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THE DIRECTORATE OF DOCK WORKERS SAFETY
The Directorate of Dock Workers Safety is responsible for
the enforcement of Dock Labourers Act, 1934 and Regulations,
1948. The directorate of dock workers safety is an obligatory
department to implement International Labour Organization
Convention No. 32 (Protection against Accident of workers
employed in loading and unloading ships).
Inspection of Ships and Dock under Dock Labourers Act.
Dock workers safety inspector inspect the ships, cargo
handling equipment testing and certification by the international
Classification Societies to ensure the compliance with international
requirements. The inspectors and their staff carry out investigation
of accident and recommend measure to prevent recurrence. During
the financial year 2014 – 2015, conducted 1416 inspection of ships
Cargo gears certification and port premises. Due to strict vigilance,
all ships were found using duly tested machinery.
Safety Awareness Schemes:
The Directorate of Dock Workers Safety carried out following
activities during the above reference period.
Publications:






Safety Handbook.
First Aid.
Standard Hand Signals.
Safety Education.
Primer on Hand Signaling.

Decreasing rate of accidents:
A downward trend was observed in the accidents during
operations on account of the efforts of the directorate in the areas
of effective enforcement, guidance, advice and systematic training.
From the highest number of 102 accident in 1990, the figure came
down to 32 in 1998. The figure further declined to 24 in the year
2001. It came down to 10 accidents in the year 2005. All the port
areas of Pakistan have now Zero Accident Areas. Due to Zero
Accident, productivity of dock workers increased multifold.
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KORANGI FISHERIES HARBOUR AUTHORITY
BACKGROUND:
The Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority (KoFHA) was
established under Ordinance No. XVI of 1982 for making all
arrangements for the planning, construction, operation,
management and maintenance of Korangi Fisheries Harbour for
exploiting fisheries resources beyond territorial waters.
The construction work of Korangi Fisheries Harbour was
completed in 1998 at a cost of Rs 938.0 million including foreign
exchange of Rs 644.0 million (US$ 26.121 million) financed by
Asian Development Bank. The loan was relent to the Authority by
GOP under a Financing Agreement with 4% interest.
The functions and administrative control of the Authority after
devolution of Ministry of Livestock & Dairy Development was
transferred to the Ministry of Ports & Shipping, GOP in May, 2011.
1.

OBJECTIVES:

Following are the objectives for development of deep-sea
fish harbour at Korangi creek:
(i)

To increase fish production
infrastructure facilities,

by

providing

basic

(ii) To promote deep sea fishing by accommodating larger
sized vessels to exploit the un-tapped off-shore fisheries
resources,
(iii) To increase the foreign exchange earnings of the
country through increased exports of marine fish
products,
(iv) To assist in removing the prevailing congestion at
Karachi Fish Harbour by shifting of boats,
(v) To improve socio-economic life of fishermen by
providing significant employment opportunities.
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2.

3.

LEGAL FRAMEWORK:


With the declaration of Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ),
Pakistan extended its jurisdiction up to 200 nautical
miles from the coastline and added about 250,000 SM
of sea area to territory.



Therefore the Exclusive Fishery Zone (Regulation of
Fishing) Act, 1975 was promulgated for sustainable
exploitation of the fishery resources beyond territorial
waters. Federal Government under entry 36 of Federal
Legislative list part-II is responsible for fishing &
fisheries beyond territorial waters.



Pursuant to Deep-sea Fishing Policy of 2009, it is
mandatory for all deep-sea vessels operating in EEZ (20
to 200 nautical miles) to land/export the fish catch from
Korangi Fisheries Harbour.



The Korangi Fisheries Harbour Authority has been
established with the very purpose of exploiting fisheries
resources beyond territorial waters (12 NM).

FUNCTIONS:

The main function of the Authority is to provide berthing and
onshore facilities to deep–sea fishing fleet. The harbour has been
designed to facilitate the operation of fleet of 413 fishing vessels
varying from 45 GRT to 350 GRT with a maximum draught of 4.2
meters. The services can broadly be divided into:
(i)

Fish landing, encompassing
infrastructure and activities:

a

wide

range

of



Jetties for the landing of fish, supply of utilities and
waiting,



Navigation aids and ship control,



Fish handling equipment for unloading the fish.
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(ii) Auctioning, including:


The availability of the auctioning hall and fish
handling equipment,



Supervision and administration of the auctioning
process.

(iii) Land, subleased to supporting industries, such as:


Ice plant, fish processing industries, boat building
and mechanical workshops for repair of marine
engines etc,



Commercial building, rented out to business and
bank services.

(iv) Utilities (water and electricity, fuel), to be supplied to
boats /fishing vessels, Industrial and commercial users.
(v) General services, which include access and internal
roads, drainage, janitorial, weigh bridge, petrol pumps
and security etc.
4.

ORGANIZATION:

The general directions and administration of the Authority
and its affairs are vested in the Board, which may exercise all
powers and do all acts and things which may be exercised or done
by the Authority. Upon resignation tendered by the former
Chairman of the Board Mr. Saleem Khan Ex-Secretary of Ministry
P&S in August 2012, the case for appointment of a new Chairman
& reconstitution of the Board is under consideration by Ministry of
Ports & Shipping. The strength of the Authority comprises 79
sanctioned personnel out of which 51 are in position at present.
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5.

HARBOUR FACILITIES:

The harbour facilities consist of a total of 709 meter long jetty
(unloading, supply & waiting) to facilitate operation of a fleet of 408
vessels of various sizes to land a catch of 92,000 MT annually.
Besides Jetty structures, other facilities such as Navigational Aids,
Fish Auction Hall, Offices for the Mole Holders, Restaurant, Net
Mending Shed, Public Toilets, Car Park, Access Roads, 100
Telephone lines on DRS link, Water (135,000 GPD) and Power
Supplies (3.6 MW & 600 KW from KESC) etc. have also been
provided at the harbour.
6.

PERFORMANCE:

(i).

Port Operation & Fish Landings:

The main objectives of Korangi Fish Harbour are to promote
deep sea fishing by accommodating medium-sized vessels for
exploiting fisheries resources beyond territorial waters and
removing the prevailing congestion at Karachi Fish Harbour by
diverting boats beyond the capacity of Karachi Fish Harbour to
Korangi Fish Harbour.
Despite credible efforts made which included amendments in
Deep-sea Fishing Policy and repeated invitation for the grant of
fishing licenses through press, the operation of deep sea vessels is
discontinued since year 2006. Although the Deep-sea Fishing
Policy was revisited in 2009 but due to decline in the stock of tuna
and tuna like fish and phenomenal price hike in fuel products has
failed to attract foreign operators. However, in response to
advertisement released in October 2014, three parties have applied
for the grant of 35 Nos. deep-sea fishing licenses against 100 slots
of various fishing gears.
The applications were considered by IMSC on 12th March
2015 and accordingly Letters Of Intent for the grant of 14 numbers
licenses have been issued in addition to renewal of 14 numbers
previous LOIs. Recently, a foreign Company with their local
associates having a fish processing plant at the harbour has
submitted a proposal to operate a fleet of 35 vessels of different
fishing gears from Korangi harbour subject to the condition that
they may be allowed fishing licenses for a period of five years
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irrespective of numbers of trips and quantity of fish catch. They are
willing to pay a lump sum of US $ 1.00 million per year for five
years on account of license fee, royalty and port charges. For the
purpose, they were ready to submit a bank guarantee as security.
The matter was considered by IMSC in its meeting held on 12-032015 wherein it was decided to invite Expression of Interest from
interested companies to provide level playing field with the
condition that they have to make sizable shore based investment at
Korangi harbour to set up processing/freezing facilities.
During past two years, the fleet size of local fishing boats has
substantially increased. Presently, about 80 small and large boats
are operating on regular basis using Korangi as home port. The
shifting from close vicinity and Karachi Harbour is increasing due to
congestion problems at Karachi Fish Harbour. During the year
2014-15, about 8,000 MT of fish catch was unloaded by the local
boats as per following details. It may be noted although the size of
fleet and numbers of fishing trips have increased considerably but
due to depletion of fish stock, the quantity of fish catch per boat has
significantly declined as can be noticed from following details:
YEAR

NOS. OF
BOATS

NOS. OF
TRIPS

2013-14

45

722

17,000

2014-15

72

1,112

8,079

TOTAL

(ii).

QUANTITY OF
FISH (MT)

25,079

FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE:

The Authority has so far earned revenue of Rs 481.172
million as on 30-06-2015, since commencement of the operation in
November, 1996. In absence of deep-sea fishing traffic, the
operating income of the Authority is far behind the targets as
anticipated at the time of inception of Korangi Fisheries Harbour.
The Authority has succeeded in improving the income from other
sources during past as mentioned below:
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Figures in Million Rupees
S.No

7.

Particulars

(a)

Operating

(b)

2013-14

2014-15

8.649

11.094

Non Operating

26.402

26.548

Total Income

34.704

37.621

ESTABLISHMENT OF
INFRASTRUTURE:

FISHERIES

INDUSTRIES

&

In the absence of operation of deep sea fishing traffic, the
Authority has concentrated to promote Korangi Fish Harbour as
Business Park by establishing modern Fish Processing Units for
value added products. The Authority has made significant headway
in this area during past two years. The progress is mentioned as
under:


Six Fish Processing Plants are functional.



Four more seafood processing factories are under
construction. Remaining land for industrial undertakings
has been allotted to potential parties.



Two ice plants are functional.



4 FRP boat building yards, 3 HSD bunkering/dispensing
for fishing boats one Petrol Pump and one mechanical
workshop for vehicular traffic are functional.



Infrastructure facilities-The feeder for supply of 3 MW
electric powers has been energized, adequate water
supply from KW&SB trunk main is being supplied to all
users, 100 telephone lines have been provided by PTCL
through DRS Link free of cost. Mosque has been built
with public donations.
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The establishment of these processing plants provides hope
for the first time that soon a wholesale fish market would be
established at the harbour. The processing units at present are
providing employment to over 1000 workers and exporting fish
products valuing US $ 25 million annually. Upon full scale
development of industrial area within two years, it will create the
employment opportunities for 5,000 people and enhance the export
in several orders.
8.

ISSUES :

(i)

Operational Issues;
a.

Delay in grant of licenses & operation of deep sea
fishing vessels
Since 2006, there is a total lack of interest by foreign
companies to operate in Pakistani waters due to sharp
decline of fish catch as well as exorbitant price hike in
fuel products. As a result, the foremost objective of the
Authority is still in jeopardy.

b.

Migration of boats from Karachi to Korangi Fish
Harbour
At present more than 3,000 fishing boats are operating
from Karachi Fish Harbour which is well beyond its
capacity. The GOS although made commitment for the
migration of 500 Nos. boats to Korangi Fish Harbour but
the decision has not been implemented as yet.

c.

Provision of infrastructure and support facilities by
Government of Sindh
The GOS had committed to provide necessary
infrastructure and support facilities like up-gradation of
access roads leading to Korangi Fish Harbour,
establishment of Medical Centre, public transport and
manning of Police Check Post for proper security at the
harbour. However, such facilities are yet to be provided
and the action on the part of GOS needs to be
expedited to avoid further delay.
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d.

Operation of illegal jetties operating in the vicinity of
Korangi Harbour
There are a number of private jetties operating in the
vicinity of Korangi Harbour which do not conform to the
international standards of hygiene. These landing
facilities need to be closed forthwith and boats
operating there may be shifted to Korangi Harbour.

e.

Stoppage of dumping of solid waste along Coastal
Roads
At present, a significant portion of solid waste of Karachi
is being dumped along Korangi Creek by the Municipal
Bodies/Cantonment Boards. The problem is growing
with rapid pace causing degradation of coastal & marine
ecosystem on one hand and giving rise to land grabbing
activities on the other. The massive reclamation of the
tidal flats of Korangi Creek using municipal waste
brought change in the flow pattern of the creek thereby
causing siltation of navigational channel of Korangi Fish
Harbour at many locations. Therefore, the dumping of
solid waste needs to be stopped forthwith.

(ii)

Administrative & Financial Issues
a.

Liability for Repayment of Loan
The Authority has to make repayment of relent ADB
Loan (US$ 26.121 million equal to Rs. 644.336 million)
with 4% interest to GOP. As a result of poor revenue
generation, the Authority has so far repaid only an
amount of Rs 70.982 million. The accrued liability in
respect of unpaid loan installments amounts to Rs
717.267 million as on 1.10.2014. A Summary has been
sent to the Ministry for the consideration by ECC
preferably for conversion of ADB loan into grant or
deferment of repayment of loan till such time the
Authority attains financial autonomy which is invariably
linked with operation of deep-sea fishing. EAD has
recently agreed on the option of deferment subject to
certain conditions.
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The Prime Minister in year 2009 had constituted a
Committee
to
suggest
actions
needed
for
operationalization of Harbour at designed capacity. The
Committee apart from other suggestions had also
suggested conversion of loan into grant. Further
recently, the Standing Committee of National Assembly
on Ports & Shipping in its meeting held on 30-12-2014
also recommended conversion of loan into grant.
It may also be noted that Karachi Fish Harbour was
constructed & rehabilitated through grants and similarly
Gawadar & Pasni harbours although constructed under
loans but the same was not passed to harbour
authorities for repayment. Unfortunately, only Korangi
harbour is debt ridden to repay with 4% interest.
b.

Appointment of Chairman & Reconstitution of the
Board
The position of Chairman of the Board is vacant since
resignation of Mr. Saleem Khan, former Secretary,
Ports & Shipping in August 2012. Since then, only two
meetings of the Board were held, which were presided
by the Fisheries Development Commissioner. There is
an urgent need for the appointment of the Chairman
and reconstitution of the Board as no further meeting
could be held interms of Board of Directors Meetings
Regulations-1984. Case of reconstitution of the Board is
under active consideration by the Ministry.

c.

Provision of Adequate Funds for Fresh Recruitment
& Repair of Vital Structures/Installations.
The construction work of the jetty structure was
completed in the year 1994 but since then no regular /
normal repair work could be carried out due to nonavailability of funds by GOP. The marine structures are
exposed to a severe corrosive environment enriched
with very high chloride contents. The aggressive
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intrusion of chlorides has adversely affected the jetty
reinforcement thereby causing cracking/ lamination of
concrete. Since construction, only once the repair works
were carried out under PSDP in the year 2006. Since
then (for past seven consecutive financial years) the
Authority is provided with limited grant which is hardly
sufficient to meet the employees related expenses. The
jetty structure and other port installations viz; fender
chains, railings, bollards, ladders, Auction hall steel
structure, electric poles etc. need regular maintenance
for which at least Rs. 5.00 million is needed annually.
Similarly, the Authority needs additional funds for the
recruitment against 25 vacant posts. Whereas an
amount of Rs. 53.00 million is being sanctioned against
the demand of Rs. 62.445 million for the next financial
year 2015-16.
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MARINE BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
Functions:
To obtain information on distribution, population dynamics,
migratory pattern and status of animal life of Pakistan (for
MBRL only fauna of coastal areas of Pakistan).
To setup and maintain standard zoological collection for
reference.
To advise the Government on all zoological matters
including conservation and management, export and
import of wildlife.
To impart training in wildlife identification.
Create public awareness about wildlife conservation.
Performance Report (Year 14-15)
Year

(2014 /
2015)

Number of
Surveys

Number of Species
observed/collected-

Number of
specimens of each
species
observed/recorded

12 (Twelve)
Surveys
were under
taken of
Karachi
Coast
( Sandspit,
Hawksbay
Cape Montz
West coast
of Karachi)
and (Ibrahim
Hayderi,
Rehri Goth
and Lath
Basti East
coast of
Karachi)

(1)

Coastal Birds
species- 32 recorded
from
Sandspit,
Hawksbay and Cape
Montz West coast of
Karachi.

(1)

(2)

Marine
species-2

(2) Marine mammal
count- 12

Mammals

Bird
count-8000

(3) Coastal
(Land)
reptiles species-9

(3) Coastal (Land)
reptiles count-52

(4) Marine turtles-1

Marine turtle count255

(5) Mollusca:
(a) Gastropods
species- 58
(b) Bivalve- 5

(5) Mollusca
Gastropods count-460

(6) Echinoderms- 3

Echinoderm count-30

(7) Fishes-22
species
(recorded from Ibrahim
Hyderi, Rehri Goth and
Lath Basti, East coast
of Karachi.

Fishes- 200

Birds (waterfowl)-86
(recorded from Ibrahim
Hyderi, Rehri Goth and
Lath Basti, East coast of
Karachi.

Waterfowl- 10000

Bivalve count-34
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Create Public awareness
about wildlife conservation /
wildlife training/ liaison with
other in line organizations
One Paper on Vertebrate
Diversity of West Coast of
Pakistan (Makran) is under
Publication in Records of
Zoological
Survey
of
Pakistan.
Bionomical Study of Papilio
polytes (Common mormon) at
lower Sindh, Pakistan. Under
Publication in the International
Lepidoptera Survey HerndsonUSA.
Disorientation of Hatchling of
Marine Turtles. An overview.
Int. J. Biol. Tech.11(4): 605-610
Collaboration with different in
line Organizations like SEPA,
IUCN,
Marine
Fisheries
Department , ZSP and WWF-P
Comments / technical input or
suggested amendments on
the draft rule under Pakistan
trade control of wild flora and
fauna, prepared by IUCNPakistan and Ministry of
Climate Change
Comments on future Climate
change scenario of Pakistan
were compiled for Pakistan
Metrological Department.
Comments
on
Harvest/
Export of Mudskippers were
compiled
of
Fisheries
Department Sindh.

MARINE FISHERIES DEPARTMENT
THE DETAILS OF ITS ACTIVITIES, ACHIEVEMENTS AND
PROGRESS
Marine Fisheries Department is working under Ministry of
Ports & Shipping, Government of Pakistan. It is the executive
fishery agency of the Federal Government, with primary
responsibilities for ensuring management and development of
fisheries resources in the interest of the nation.
Fisheries, as a sub-sector of agriculture plays a significant
role in the national economy and towards the food security of the
country, as it reduce the existing pressure on demand for mutton,
beef and poultry.
Contribution of fisheries:
GDP
Contribution to Agricultural GDP
Contribution to labour force
Source of livelihood
Direct fishermen
Ancillary Industries
Per capita consumption / P/Y

1%
4%
1%
400,000
600,000
2.0 kg

ACTIVITIES OF THE DEPARTMENT:
Marine Fisheries Department since its inspection is involved
in the development of fisheries in Pakistan. Some of the main areas
of the activity are:


Exploitation and management of fisheries and other
living resources in the EEZ of Pakistan.



To conduct exploratory fishing survey and biological
research on various aspects of fisheries.



Study of occurrence, life history and distribution of
commercially important fish species.



Management and improvement of fishing fleet.
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Introduction of new fishing techniques and improvement
of traditional methods.



Training of fishermen in various disciplines including
modern fishing techniques, engine maintenance, fish
processing and quality control.



Liaison with various national and international agencies.



Collection, analysis, interpretation and publication of
fisheries statistical data.



Advice to federal and provincial governments in matters
relating to fisheries.



Provide quality control service for export and domestic
consumption of fish.



Provide technical assistance and promotion of fish
processing industry.

ACHIEVEMENT/ PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR 2014-15:
Government has taken a number of steps to improve
fisheries sector. A number of initiatives are also being taken by the
federal and provincial fisheries departments, which inter-alia
include strengthening of extension services, introduction of new
fishing methodologies, and development of value-added products,
enhancement of per capita consumption up-gradation of socioeconomic condition of the fishermen communities. Following
achievements were made during the last two years i.e. 2013-14,
2014-15 and proceeding 2015 - 16:
(i)

After the period of about six (06) years, with the efforts
of Marine Fisheries Department, Ministry of Ports and
Shipping and other stakeholders, the EU has allowed
resumption of export of Fish & Fishery products from
Pakistan to the EU countries. It is recalled that the fish
processing plants were delisted by EU in April, 2007.
Two fish processing plants have been enlisted by EU
and case of enlistment of five (05) plants is in process
with EU.
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(ii)

Since resumption of export to the EU countries total 78
consignment of cuttle fish, Shrimps and fish sent from
one company to the EU have also successfully been
cleared after 100% laboratory analysis at EU border.

(iii)

In order to meet the requirement of EU and other
importing countries, two (02) laboratories of MFD (i.e.
microbiology & Chemical) were got accredited from
Pakistan National Accreditation Council upto 2016.

(iv)

To meet the requirement of EU and other importing
countries, Technical assistance in respect of
modification of fishing boats was rendered to Provincial
Governments and relevant stake holders, as a result, a
total number of 2000 fishing boats had been modified,
which is a success story for Pakistan.

(v)

The requirements of EU and other importing countries,
Hazard Analysis & Critical Control Points (HACCP)
guidelines have been prepared and distributed to 137
fish exporters.

(vi)

2455 fishermen / fisheries related personal were trained
on different aspects of Hygiene, Deckhand, Navigational
Electronic equipment, HACCP, modern fishing
techniques etc.

(vii)

Around 36 fishermen, including representatives of the
other organizations participated in the training for
fishermen for using the Turtle Exclusion Device (TED).
The primary purpose of TED is to reduce the mortality of
sea turtles in fishing nets, while safeguarding the
livelihood of the local fishermen.

(viii)

The traditional fishing fleet will be modernized by
providing high-power engines, navigational and
communication equipment and improvement of deck
facilities, in order to enhance their capability to fish in
relatively deeper waters.

(ix)

1095 fishing boats including Trawler, Gillnetters and
(TLH with winch); Horas and Doondas are modified and
upgraded.
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(x)

MFD in collaboration with Fisheries Department of
Government of Sindh, Fishermen‘s Cooperative Society
Ltd, Karachi Fisheries Harbour Authority and other
stakeholders undertook research / experimental surveys
to test different sizes of the cod-end of trawl-net being
used by local fishermen. The optimal mesh size, on the
basis of results of the surveys, has been selected and
notified by the Government of Sindh for implementation
by the fishermen to ensure escapement of juveniles /
undersized fish from the trawl-net.

(xi)

Smuggling of fresh water fish to Afghanistan through
Torkhum and Chaman boarder has been combated
since November 2013.

(xii)

Marine Fisheries Department is responsible to regulate
quality and promote export of fish and fishery products
and to prevent export of substandard quality of seafood
products and for matters connected therewith and
ancillary thereto. Quality Control Section of the
department has issued certificates of Quality & Origin
and health for seafood commodities exported from
Pakistan. The income generated from issuance of these
certificates during the period was as under:-

Period from 01st July, 2014 to 30th June, 2015.
S. No

LOCATION

No. of
Certificates of
Quality & Origin

No. of
Health
Certificates

Total No. of
Certificates

Total income
(Rs. Million)

1

MFD, Karachi

15,694

4,910

20,604

20.604

2

Regional
Office, MFD,
Peshawar

299

-

299

0.299

MARINE
FISHERIES
DEPARTMENT
FOLLOWING DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS:-

IS

EXECUTING

Stock assessment survey programme in EEZ of Pakistan
through chartering of fisheries Research vessel and capacity
building of Marine Fisheries Department‖, is aimed:
(i)

To conduct stock assessments, including research
vessel surveys, in coastal and offshore waters of
Pakistan.
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(ii)

To strengthen the technical capacity of Marine Fisheries
Department in stock assessment and fisheries
management.

The following major achievements have been made:








Data collected during offshore survey in the EEZ of
Pakistan (conducted by 02 research vessels. Four (04)
out of Five (05) off-shore survey for stock assessment
were carried out during 2009, 2010 & 2015 with
research vessels chartered by FAO from Iran (M/V
FERDOWS-I) and Norway (DR. FRIDTJOF NANSEN).
Cruise report has been published and available on FAO
website. Last survey was carried out in Feb.2015 with
(M/V FERDOWS-I) from Iran.
Data from previous surveys have been computerized for
additional analysis in final report.
Overall 99% physical work has been completed.
Fishery Resource Appraisal in Pakistan, the FRAP
project Fisheries Sector Participatory working group
(FSPWG), a forum for the review and exchange of
information from all stakeholders on the status,
conducted a stock assessment review and management
planning workshop at the Marriott Hotel in Karachi on
Tuesday, 02 June, 2015.
Now this project is completed on 30-06-2015.
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FOLLOWING FOUR (04) DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS HAVE
BEEN APPROVED BY DDWP:
(a) Up gradation and Accreditation of Quality Control
Laboratories
of
MFD
for
Environmental
Contamination: Approx. cost: Rs. 59.8 millions


For recruitment, interviews were arranged, but due
to some technical reasons, the interviews had to be
postponed.



Recruitment process with NTS is underway now.

(b) Establishment of Regional Offices & Testing
laboratories of Marine Fisheries Department at
Gwadar (Balochistan): Approx. cost Rs. 46.0 million


For recruitment, interviews were arranged, but due
to some technical reasons, the interviews had to be
postponed.



However, recruitment
underway now.

process

with

NTS

is

(c) Reactivation of Hatchery Complex for Production of
Fish and Shrimp Seeds: Approx. cost Rs. 50.0
Million


For recruitment interviews were arranged, but due
to some technical reasons the interviews had to be
postponed.



However, recruitment
underway now.

process

with

NTS

is

(d) A new project namely ESTABLISHMENT OF
REGIONAL OFFICE & TESTING LABORATORY OF
MARINE FISHERIES DEPARTMENT AT PESHAWAR
(KHYBER PAKHTOON KHWA).
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Date of approval

Approved by DDWP during its meeting held on
03-01-2014.

Date of commencement

1 July 2015

Date of completion

30-06-2018

Total cost

Rs 45.0 million

Allocation for year 2015-16

Rs. 20.0 million

st

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT:
The project is aimed to establish regional office & laboratory
at Peshawar (KPK) in order to strengthen quality control services in
Pakistan and to combat smuggling / illegal trade of fish and fishery
products. Thus the project will ensure compliance to the provisions
of National and International legislative requirements under World
Trade Organization (WTO) regime and importing countries.
PRESENT STATUS:
Marine Fisheries Department has to establish a regional
office at Peshawar (KPK). The objective of regional office is to
ensure compliances to the provisions of National and International
legislative requirements under World Trade Organization (WTO)
regime and importing countries and issue certificates of quality
control for seafood commodities exported from Pakistan to
Afghanistan. Significant income will be generated from this office.


Work Plan / Cash Plan submitted.



Administrative approval received.



Approval / NOC for creation / filling up the posts has
been received.



Project posts have been advertized in newspaper on 04
October 2015.



Procurement is in process.
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59 technical staff will be recruited under these projects
and more then 1000 employment Opportunities will be
generated for coastal communities.

THE PROGRAMME OF ACTIVITIES AND TARGETS SET OUT
FOR ITSELF
New policy initiatives /reforms likely to be undertaken:The vision is to promote fisheries to ensure food security
through availability of quality products at competitive prices. The
priorities for future development of fisheries sector includes:


Improvement of marketing infrastructure for fishermen
along coastal line i.e. providing technical assistance /
guidelines to stake holders / provinces for improvement
of landing sides/auction halls at different fish harbours.



Continuation of providing guidelines for up gradation of
fishing boats according to international standards and
marketing facilities.



Increase capability for fishery planning and
management based on the sound knowledge of the
state of the fishery resources and exploitation of these
resources.



Provide guideline/technical assistance for value addition
and aquaculture to boost production volume wise as
well as value wise.



Assistance from donor agency may be solicited to
support of package-II of 2nd phase of Government of
Sindh ADP scheme namely ―Rehabilitation and
Renovation of Karachi Fish Harbour‖. Total cost of
package comes to Rs. 5155.460 million Whereas,
package-1 costing Rs. 1,438.021 million has already
been approved by PDWP, Government of Sindh on 26th
July 2013.
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Renovation of Gadani Fish Harbour is expected to be
completed shortly. Guidelines to rectify shortcomings
have been provided to other Harbours including Gwadar
Fish Harbour to make them in line with international
requirements.



Target set for production and export of fish & fishery
products can be seen for below mentioned tables‖

FISH PRODUCTION:

ITEMS

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16
Target

Marine Fish
Production
(in million M. Tons)

0.450

0.465

0.467

0.470

0.480

0.490

Inland Fish
Production (in
million M. Tons)

0.250

0.260

0.262

0.265

0.285

0.305

TOTAL
(in million M. Tons)

0.700

0.725

0.729

0.735

0.765

0.795

IN VALUE THE EXPORT OF FISH & FISHERY PRODUCTS
HAVE BEEN DECREASED BY 05.39% (I.E.05 %) IN QUANTITY
DECREASED BY 06.50 % (i.e. 07%) DURING THE FINANCIAL
YEAR (i.e. 2014- 2015).

FISH EXPORT:

ITEMS
Quantity
(In M. Tons)
Export
Earnings
(Value)
In million
US$

2010-11

2011-12

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

2015-16
Target
155,000

133,000

131,624

138,680

150,498

140,639

296

319

317

369

349
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BUT IN (2013- 2014) VALUE THE EXPORT OF FISH & FISHERY
PRODUCTS HAVE BEEN INCREASED BY 12.25% (i.e.12 %) IN
QUANTITY INCREASED BY 15.68 % (i.e. 16%).

TOP IMPORTING COUNTRIES (DURING 2014-15)
Country
China
Thailand
UAE
South Korea
Malaysia
Saudi Arabia
Sri Lanka
Vietnam
Kuwait
European Union

Quantity (Mt)

Value Million Us $

36,865
28,455
14,334
9,135
8,965
7,345
5,653
5,635
4,963
1,113

65.32
29.44
41.66
23.22
12.22
26.36
23.58
21.63
13.88
4.23

PCPPI—0946(16)Ports & Shipping—03-09-2016—200.
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